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IRELAND'S BUILDING SERVICES MAGAZINE

Grundfos Opens in Ireland

• Martin Kearney, winner of the
CIBSrrCS Student of the Year
Award 1984. See page 12.

Gas - Cost
Controversy
Following last month's lead
story there has been a great
deal of discussion and controversy from the many
interested parties involved.
Consequently, H & V
News has initiated a full investigation into the whole
area of pricing gas central
heating systems - including the viewpoint of the
wly-formed Heating &
. lumbing Contractors Association. The results will
be published in our next
issue.
In the meantime, for fear
of prejudging the situation,
we will not comment further on the matter in this current issue.
However, we would like
to make it clear that there
was no intention whatever
last month to suggest that
New Dublin Gas weren't
concerned with safety.
• Also, it's worth pointing out that the Heating &
Plumbing Contractors Association (which are affiliated to the CIF) is fast emerging as an influential body
whose opinion will hold
much weight in the arguement. The Association is
currently
negotiating
a
bonding scheme to cover all
works carried out by members.

The Grundfos Group, one
of the world's biggest
pump manufacturers, has
extended its highly-successful operation in Ireland with the creation of a
new company.
The company - Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd - is a
wholly-owned subsidiary
of the
Danish-based
Group and will initially
operate out of offices at
62 Merrion Square, Dublin
2. The service will be supported by -suitable additional facilities, including
highly-developed technical
support,
servicing,
after-sales backup and
quick delivery and distribution to the Irish market.
As a first step, the

company has appointed H
R Holfeld (Hydraulics) Ltd
as principal Grundfos distributor in the greater
Dublin area. Holfeld had
previously been the main
Grundfos agent in Ireland.
There will be further
distributor appointments
in the other regions as the
company extends its trading base.
Additionally, the company will be expanded at
the end of the year with
the construction of a
purpose-built factory unit
on Stillorgan Industrial
Estate. This unit will
assemble CP/CR vertical
multistage pumps, SP
submersible pumps and
lM/lP
single
stage

• This month "On-Site" went North to visit the Belfast Telegraph's
re-development project. Our examination of the complex range of
services involved begins on page 23.
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•
Dermot Murphy, General
Manager, Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd.

pumps, and will offer
comprehensive servicing,
spares, repairs and distribution facilities for rapid
delivery.

IRISH
ENERGY
POLICY
With an increasing share of
our resources being devoted to the acquisition of
energy, the Kinsale Head
find and prospective discoveries of oil, the NESC
believes that it is opportune
time to examine the overall
context of Ireland's energy
policy.
Consequently, the report
published earlier this month
includes
the
Council's
views on Ireland's energy
policy, together with a
background report prepared by Professor Frank Convery (Resource and Environmental Policy Centre,
UCD),
Col m
McCarthy
(DKM, Economic Consultants) and Ms Sue Scott
(ESRI).
The NESC report sets out
the general principles'which
the Council believes should
characterise
an
energy
policy. As well as these
principles the report deals,
• Continued on page 2
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ELECTRIC TRACE
HEATING TAPES

Opowrmatic
OIL & GAS WARM AIR HEATERS
& STAINLESS STEEL FLUE PIPE

year, the Genesis Suite is a
new departure for Spring
Bathrooms. For the first time.
the Company can offer a
complete fashion package in
the bathroom. with
co-ordinating sanitaryware and
baths.
Available in six fashion
colours (Champagne. Wild
Sage. Almond. Damask.
Bermuda Blue and Misty
Pink) the Genesis Suite
features a luxury close coupled
WC. matching bidet. and a
compact washbasin and
pedestal.

• Spring acrylic baths available in full range of colours. Spring Genesis
sanitaryware in six popular colours.
Solid Fuel Room Heating Systems

I~~~ (!Ell
SMC SE RANGE

LAJiDON IINGSWAY

Glandless Industrial Heatinq Circulators

FIRE PROTECTION
AND OVERFILL ALARMS
& CABINETS

FERGUSON PlI~
FACTORS

A Division of Ferguson (Ireland) Ltd.

~

45 BROOMHILL CLOSE,
AIRTON ROAD, TALLAGHT,
CO. DUBLIN. TEL: 521533

FLUE DRAUGHT STABILISER
& EXPLOSION DOORS

IN.I. AODRESS)

Distributor:

HEATING CONTROLS & DEVICES (I) 111111

7 Trench Road. Mallusk.
Newtownabbey. Co. Antrim.
Glengormley 48331.

A DIVISION OF FERGUSON (IRELAND) LIMITED

45 BROOMHILL CLOSE, AIRTON ROAD, TALLAGHT, CO. DUBLIN.
TEL. 521533 TELEX: 747536
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APV Get
Together
APV (Ireland) Ltd and
APV Hall Ireland Ltd are
operating together rather
than as separate entities.
APV (Ireland) Ltd has
purchased the entire
shareholding of APV Hall
Ireland Ltd and has moved
offices to join Hall's at
APV House, Rathcoole,
Co Dublin.
Waiter McFarlane joins
the new APV Hall Ireland
Ltd Board as Managing
Director, replacing Hamish
Hunter who has taken up
a new position with APV
Hall in Britain. Michael
Moore, an APV (Ireland)
Group Director also joins
the APV Hall Ireland
Board.

New Standard for
Dom!stic Gas Cooking
Apphances
b~

be;n, p«paced
th<lIRS
consultatIOn with the
gas industry and other
interested parties.
The Minister is
considering making
compliance with the safety
requirements of IS 644:
1983 compulsory under
Section 44 of the Industrial
Research and Standards
Act, 1961.
III

The Minister for Industry,
Trade, Commerce and
Tourism, John Bruton,
TD, has made a new
Standard for domestic gas
cooking appliances,
including those burning
town gas, natural gas or
liquefied petroleum gas.
The Standard, IS 644:
1983 "Domestic Cooking
Appliances Burning Gas",
contains comprehensive
requirements for the
construction, safety and
performance of household
gas cookers and similar
appliances and is
harmonised with the

standards of other
European countries. It
cont~ins additional safety
reqUirements to protect the
Irish consumer.
The standard .forms part
of an on-going programme
of standards for gas
appliances and equipment

'MANAGING OUR BUILDINGS
REP CE OR RETAIN'

jSRIEFLV • ••
• Coolag Manager: An
area manager for all of
Ireland has been appointed
by Coolag Purlboard Ltd
of Heysham, Lancs,
manufacturers of the UK's
most comprehensive range
of high-specification
insulating materials. The
position itself is a new one
and has been filled by
Robert Douglas from
Bangor, Northern Ireland.
Coolag insulation boards
are distributed by J. P.
Corry & Co Ltd in
Northern Ireland and by
Dubel Insulation Ltd, in
the Republic of Ireland.
• London Building: From
7-11 October 1984 at Earls
Court, The Building
Trades Exhibition Ltd,
organisers of Interbuild,
and the Builder Group are
joining forces again to
stage the 2nd London
Building and Home
Improvement Exhibition.

• ASHRAE in Kansas
City: Atlanta - Fifty-two
technical program sessions
have been scheduled for
the 1984 Annual Meeting
of the American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating and
Air-Conditioning
Engineers (ASHRAE)
which will take place in
Kansas City, Mo., June
17-20, at the Radisson
Muehlebach Hotel.

IRISH ENERGY POLICY
• Continued from cover

inter alia, with the
exploitation of indigenous
oil and gas, the allocation
and pricing of natural gas,
electricity generation,
conservation and
renewable energy
resources.
The Council believes
that the maximisation of
the offshore petroleum
• Second London Hevac:
exploration programme in
Such was the tremendous
the years immediately
success story of the first
ahead should be a matter
London Hevac Show in
of the highest priority.
1983 that organisers have
Also, it attaches
taken additional space considerable importance to
the new Olympia 2 venue
the maintenance of the
- for the second event in
State's
participation rights
the
series,
taking
place
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss4/1
21-2310.21427/D7DT4Q
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• A three-day conference entitled" Managing Our Buildings
R I
or Ret am
. " was Jom
' . t
l'
ace
by An Foras Forbartha- andep The
y orgams,ed
Resource and ~nvlronmental Pohcy Centre, at University College Dublin
last month. Picture shows (from left): John A McCarthy An Foras
Forbartha, ~ho spoke on "Building Regulations" at the ~onference;
~obert ~ennm~s, ~n Foras Forb.art~a, whose paper was entitled "Housmg Pohcy: Objectives and ImphcatlOns"; and Professor Frank Conver"
of The Resource and Environmental Policy Centre, UCD.

in any offshore finds in
order that the interests of
the State can be adequately
protected.
On the operation of the
Irish National Petroleum
Corporation, the Council
sets out the relevant
considerations for
assessing its value. The
Council notes, in
particular, that cost
disadvantages could arise
(as already have occurred)
from the INPC strategy of
Government to
Government contracts
while the security benefits
of these arrangements are
unclear.
With regard to the
allocation of natural gas,

the Council believes that it
should be allocated in a
manner which maximises
the rent to the State and
that rent-capturing prices
should be charged.
The Council also says
that there is a need for the
enunciating of more clear
cut policies by the
Department of Energy and
a clear delineation of the
subsidiary roles allocated
to all other agencies whose
duties ~r~ to carry through
the poliCies laid down by
the central department.
Of particular concern in
this regard is the
~pecific,ation of principles
III relatIOn to the pricing of
energy resources.
4
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ell TAKES ON
GUARANTEED IRISH
As from 1st June 1984 the
Guaranteed Irish scheme
will be promoted by a new
independent company,
Guaranteed Irish Ltd,
which has been formed
under the aegis of the
Confederation of Irish
Industry.
The company will
operate from
C?nfederation House,
KIldare Street. Dublin 2,
(TeI: 715444), with
Norman Kilroy, managing
director of Nokia Ltd as
Chairman, and John
enna of the CH as
ecretary. The other
directors are Tom Rea
(Clerys), Pat Pierce (Glen
Abbey), Brian Brennan
(Irish Ropes), John
Mitchell (IUDWC),
Michael Jacob (Premier
HB) and Joe McDonnell
(Tegral Building Products).

A full-time Executive
Director is to be appointed
shortly.
The Guaranteed Irish
scheme was introduced by
the Irish Goods Council in
1975 but a recent ruling by
the European Court
determined that the scheme
could not be undertaken
by a State agency.
The scheme currently
has a total membership of
1,200 manufacturers and
the new company has set a
target of 2,000 participants
by the end of 1984. In
order to qualify, 40010 of a
product's ex-factory selling
price must be made up of
Irish raw materials and/or
Irish labour.
Engineering,
construction products and
materials now account for
10010 of the total
membership.

• At the launch of Guaranteed Irish Lld in Confederation House
Norman Kilroy, Chairman of Guaranteed Irish Lld and Managing
Director of Nokia Lld presented Dr P J Hillery, Uachtaran na
hEireann, with a Guaranteed Irish umbrella. la tlie background is a
pure wool Curragh-Tintawn rug from the "Irish Collection" range
which was also presented to President Hillery.

New

"en~·Ax;a Manual

Vent-Axia have produced a
new ventilation manual
covering their entire range
of fans and ancillary
equipment. This
colour-coded, easyreference manual is extremely well thought out, and

provides all relevant
information on each model
including fan size,
capacity, application,
dimensions and installation
instructions together with
compatible controls.

Technical Sales
Representatives
Our clients are long established in the heating
business. Due to expansion they seek two additional
sales persons -

• John O'Reilly. Brooks Thomas with Paddy Kelly and P J Reid, also
Brooks Thomas; John Lennon, Davis King and Ken Hunter, Armitage
Shanks at the recent exhibition in Dublin of Armitage Shanks products.
See full report on page 8.

CHARTERED SURVEYORS
AWARD RESEARCH GRANT
TO WATERFORD RTC
The Society of Chartered Surveyors in the Republic of
Ireland has awarded its 1983 Research Grant to
Waterford Regional Technical College for their
project: "The implications of implementing the Fire
Regulations contained in the Proposed Building
Regulations" .
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1984

1) An experienced sales engineer with contacts
with consulting engineers, building contractors
and gas companies. Appointment based in
Dublin.

2) An experienced sales person with contacts
with heating merchants and heating contractors
in the Munster area.
Replies in writing will be directed to our clients in
strict confidence.

Roger Ballagh & Son
Solicitors
15 Upper Rathmines Road
Dublin 6.
5
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SOLID FUEL GUIDE
FOR IRISH MARKET

The Penn P77 single and P78 dual pressure switches are certainly
a qualified investment if you wish to economize on stock,
installation time and service costs.
A few basic models which cover most commercial and industrial
applications on both new installations and replacement jobs,
reduce your inventory c.osts.
Easy installation due to universal mounting PQssibilities and
large wiring space, saves costly installation time.

Of particular interest to
Irish heating engineers will
be the new Satchwell
Sunvic guide for the
installation of automatic
temperature controls in
solid fuel central heating
systems.
Solid fuel is a
predominant energy source
in this country and
Satchwell, with the
assistance of the National
Coal Board and the Coal
Research Establishment,
have gone to great lengths
to cover every aspect of
the various systems in use
throughout the country.
The guide, the first of
its type in the market, is
aimed at assisting installers
in the choice of automatic
controls, detailing pipe
layout design, wiring
diagrams, ordering .
specifications and a host
of other technical data.
In all seven different

systems are outlined. They
are: (a) where a room
thermostat controls heating
with gravity hot water; (b)
Pumped central heating
with priority to gravity
domestic hot water; (c)
Zone control by 2-port
motorised valves with
gravity domestic hot water;
(d) Pumped domestic hot
water and room
temperature control with
radiator and cylinder
control; (e) Selective
control for heating and
domestic hot water; (f)
Room temperature control
with pumped temperature
regulated hot water
recovery; (g) Weather
compensator with room
temperature influence.
Copies from Satchwell's
factory at Watling Street,
Motherwell, Scotland or
from the Satchwell offices
at 26 Store Street, Dublin.

leakproof bellows, a high quality contactblock and corrosion
resistant, weatherproof aluminium enclosure cut down extra
service costs.
Now is the time to economize by investing in Penn quality.

Naturally your choice is

J~HNSON
CONTR~LS
Penn
Products

r----------------,

I

Please send me detailed information on the P77 single and
P78 dual pressure switches.

I
I

Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I

Position:

_

I
I

Company:

_

I
I

Address: - - - - -

Cleaning Waler Systems

_

,

I 1)11/1
t I 4 Walk instown Road, Dublin 12, Tel. 522355, :
ILf f lana herm LTD 522018,5222229. Telex: 24467,
~

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss4/1
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• Ash silo forming part of the new ash handling system from the Kerry
Co-op supplied by Mikropul Ducon Limited being loaded for its journey
to Ireland.

A new publication from BSRIA gives advice on cleaning
pipework installations in buildings. Solids and deposits
in small bore pipes and constrictions are known to be a
problem, creating flow restrictions and blockages. A
water system can be contaminated by construction
materials, surface oxides and corrosion products. These
must be removed. If chemical cleaning is used the
procedure must be carried out correctly by competent
operators otherwise more harm than good could result. 6

..
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IOH E Conference/Symposium
Theme... What sort of
equipment will we be using
next year? in the next
decade? How will the
advance in new techniques
affect the demand for
currently available
equipment? And - just as
important - can the
customer continue to
afford the traditional
methods of heating?
Speakers will be
discussing topics from the
futuristic to the here and
now. From the correct
applications of current and
newly-developed materials,
the use of
ewly-emerging and "yet
to be" resources with
which to satisfy the
un flagging demand for
environmental comfort.
Each speaker is well
versed in his subject and
the cumulative wealth of
practical experience
dictates that delegates will
enjoy a challenging and
absorbing conference and a stimulating open
forum session.
The symposium on Low
Energy Heating Systems Gas or Electricity?, gives
delegates a first hand
opportunity to hear
persuasive and powerful
argument from both sides
in the current controversy
and excellent scope to
articipate in the ensuing
debate.
The conference aims to
draw together delegates
from contracting,
consultancy,
manufacturing,
architecture, fuel,
commerce and local

government and all those
who have a particular
interest in matters of
moment to ensure

remaining ahead in the
industry of tomorrow.
Venue will be the City
Conference Centre, 76

Mark Lane, London EC3.
Details from Conference
Organiser, IDHE, 93 High
Road, Benfleet, Essex,
(Tel: 03745 54266); or the
Irish branch at 18
Arranleigh Vale,
Rathfarnham, Dublin 14.

• Pictured at the recent reception to launch the TurboTorch hand torch to Ireland were (I to r) Jim Kelly,
Joe Cushen, Hugh O'Reilly, Kevin Byrne, and Eamon Fox of Fox Heating. The reception was given by
Uppercross Enterprises Ltd, the Irish agents for the torch, which is a top professional product, from
ECO A (Products) Ltd. Uppercross can be contacted at Dublin, Tel: 963739 or 960998.

'Outlook Rosy' Say Walker Ale
"We entered our fiscal
1984 with an order book
three times larger than last
year" Walker Air
Conditioning Managing
Director, Jim Anderson
told H& V News recently,
"thereby reaffirming our
belief" he went on, "that
this will be a year of
outstanding growth for
us".
Anderson sees this as a
substantial vote of
confidence from the trade
and" as approbation of the
company's strategy to
distribute products of the
highest quality, and back

them to the hilt. Orders
are currently in hand for
contracts which include
Cadbury's, Syntex, ICI,
Bank of Scotland, Allied
Irish Banks, Verbatim,
National Library Glasgow,
Coates-Paton and
University College Dublin.
In addition to their
mainstream activity as
distributors of Carlyle
heating, air conditioning
and refrigeration
equipment throughout
Ireland, Scotland and the
North East tip of England,
Walker also holds
exclusive franchises for a

number of specialised
product ranges,
complementary to but not
competitive with Carlyle,
throughout Ireland and the
UK. These have now been
consolidated into a new
divisional entity, WAC
Products, at the recently
established London area
office at Slough.
Walker, who have
invested heavily in
manpower and service in
recent years, have as their
prime medium term
business objective, a 100070
increase in sales between
1983 and 1986.

Distributors Required
IN THE REPUBLIC OF IRELAND

This is a unique opportunity to
market a first class product
Those interested contact:
• HIGH QUALITY
• LOW MAINTENANCE
• DUEL ELECTRIC CONVECTOR!
RADIANT
WALL MOUNTED
HEATERS
Published
by ARROW@TU
Dublin, 1984

HOME HEATING & SUPPLIES
1 Ballycraigy Road, Antrim, N. Ireland.
Telephone: Antrim 62776 or 69371
IHVN, April 1984
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Take the pressure off your bathroom
with a beautiful Vanity Unit from
the Armitage Shanks range
Building Services Engineering, Vol. 23 [1984], Iss. 4, Art. 1

REGENCY

Featuring an elegant design with a
choice of coloured finishes and
available in two sizes of cabinet,
For those who value higher standards
of workmanship.

760 mm CABINETS
FINISHES
Doors and fascias are available in three
attractively coloured Formica laminate
finishes - Bleached Wicker,
Fern Croftweave, Vellum.
Doors feature a polished hardwood top
trim/finger pull and postformed sides.
Side panels and interior in Magnolia
melamine.

TOPS
Postformed Formica laminate in
Portuguese Marble, Suede White,
Vellum or Green Vellum.

BASINS
Orbit, Planet, Cosmos, Galaxy,
Sirius inset basins.
800

000

A ValenCia complete ceramic top
is also available, dimensions above.
This compact vanity unit has been
specifically designed for the smaller
bathroom or bedroom. It is sized to
replace a standard washbasin and
provide useful extra storage space as
well as washing facilities.

MILOS

FINISH
Magnolia or White melamine.

TOPS
Postformed Formica laminate
in Portuguese Marble, Suede White
or Vellum.

BASINS
Planet or Sirius inset basins.
+--836

oA

44$

0

c=~:J::!

armitageA
shanK:sQ

The one}Q.I knawbest
ARMITAGt: SHANKS (IRt:LANDI LTD.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss4/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7DT4Q

Cookstown Lsl<lte.
TaIlaght. Co. Dublin.
Irish Factory. South Quay. ArkJow.
Co Wicklow.
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PRODUCT REVIEW: SANITARYWARE

WHITE CONTINUES TO DOMINATE
At a recent reception I
different bodies. The
overheard the question
search for the best shape
being asked that was in
has not overlooked
most people's mind at this
economy and most units
time. "Why host such an
on the markets today boast
excellent reception when
a considerable saving in
business is by no means at
the amount of water
its best". The answer of
needed to fill to the
course is simple: "There is
normal level.
still a market out there
While on the subject of
even though it is very
acrylic baths I have
reduced and you must be
noticed with some alarm
prepared to fight for your
the careless way some of
share". These are the
the new solder type fittings
words of a survivor
are being used near baths.
In the tight space behind a
cause if we all do not
bath there are a number of
opt this attitude we may
as well go out of the
materials that have to be
business altogether.
treated with care such as
There is of course a little the plastic waste trap and
pipe overflow pipe and of
bit more to survival than
course the bath itself. To
just an attitude: the
avoid much of the
product must be right for
problems the proper tap
the market and so too
connector fittings should
must be the price and if
there is an Irish content all be used and much of the
pipework can be
the better. So what has
prefabricated, or the
changed since we last
"flexible pipe" type fitting
looked at the sanitaryware
industry? Well, not all that can be used.
Going back to the
much. There have been
original idea discussed at
some casualities in the
industry and many will put the start of this short
article it now appears that
these down to changing
trading patterns where the
former agent has had to
become a wholesaler and
t involved with large
cks that he previously
ould not have had to
carry. Added to this is the
reluctance of the merchant
to carry any great volume
of stock and you can end
up with a sanitaryware
mountain in your stores.
But let us digress for a
moment and look at what
has been happening in
bathroom design.
This is an area, if we
believe what is shown at
all the big European home
shows, that will continue
to be dominated by white
as a colour. Even kitchen
units are back to white as
the strong colour and the
dominance of acrylic as a
material for baths has
finally meant greater
variations in style and
shapes of baths. The
emphasis is now on
comfort and there are now
•
hires Carousel suite with Arena
country by Shires Ireland Ltd.
almost as many shapes as
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1984

Sunday trading will
become a feature of many
of our merchants as
developments of the DIY
market demands this
approach. With most
merchants already having a
Saturday morning opening
this seven day week will
take a bit of working out.
Finally, what of the
prospects for the next
year? It will take large
scale Government
investment and
encouragement in both the
private and public sectors
to get any business rolling
again and for the moment

there is no sign of that
investment coming forward
but the turn in the world
economy and especially in
America may bring
increased investment into
this country from the
multinationals bringing
with it a need for a
growing service industry.
One other factor is very
important and that is the
fact that every government
has only four years in
office and to improve their
chances for another term
the present administration
will have to do something
before the end of this year.

Sixty Years in the Business
In my 60 years in the
plumbing and sanitary
business - the first 25 in
Baxendales Builders
Providers and the last 35
as an importing agency
and distributor of
sanitaryware - I have
seen great changes, writes
Dick Large.
In the early part of this

century, the sanitaryware
was fireclay and
earthenware. The choice of
colour was simple - you
could have all white, or
white inside and cane
outside. The early fireclays
and earthenwares had a
limited life. They became
crazed and were no longer
lOO per cent sanitary.

bath distributed to builders and plumbing merchants throughout the
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PRODUCT REVIEW: SANITARYWARE
This situation was
air pumped beneath the
lot of scope for fitting
rectified with the
surface set the water in
bathrooms in existing
introduction of vitreous
motion to massage your
dwellings. There is also
china. I remember bringing body, both therapeutic and scope for giving your
relaxing.
in the first container load
house a facelift by
of vitreous china that came
The recession in the
replacing the existing ware
into Ireland, in 1940. It
building trade in the 1980's by some of the beautiful
was slow to take off at
hasn't helped the sanitary
new coloured bathroom
first, as people were
business, especially after
suites that are now
reluctant to change to a
the building boom of the
available.
new product and it usually
1970's, but there is still a
had to be sold on
architects' specifications.
One had to convince
people just how strong
vitreous china was before
·purchasing.
The decision by the Irish
Government to give grants
for installation of running
Kilkenny, Cork, Galway,
Solara range with brass
water and bathrooms gave
Dublin - these were the
heads. Also on display a great boost to the
centres blitzed by Armitage the new anti-vandal
sanitaryware trade. Few
Shanks during the last
Nuastyle head which fits
houses in rural Ireland had week in March.
on the Starlite body, the
any sort of toilet or
The exhibition ranged
Avon non-concussive with
bathroom facility. In fact,
from a series of slide
its 30 second delayed
this situation still applies
shows through practical
action which can be
in many rural dwellings
short talks by Group
adjusted on site and a
and farmhouses. I know of Product Managers over
beautiful Y4 Turn Tap
farmers who have installed
from England especially
incorporating a ceramic
modern milking parlours
for the occasion to a
disc which will be of
but are still dependent on
display of Group products
particular interest to those
a privy in the back garden
emphasising the Armitage
suffering from arthritis,
for domestic use.
Shanks range and quality.
through to the busy
The brassware display
Shortly after the Second
housewife.
World War, stainless steel
featured the CP and
On the plastic front was
ware, especially stainless
Lustron Gold versatile
the luxury 5' Marina Bath,
steel sink units, were
Starlite body with a
manufactured from lOmm
introduced to this country.
dazzling selection of heads
ABS sheeting, the lOmm
These of course, have since which can be fitted to both Marina Bath and a finned
taken over this market,
Y2" and %" bodies. For
Pantrap connector,
although at the expensive
the price-conscious, was the competitively priced, which
end of the market stainless
steel may be superceded by
the newer improved
enamelled sinks which
come in a range of
attractive colours. Showers
started to become popular
in domestic homes, hotels,
etc about 20.years ago.
There is now a
considerable market for
shower cubicles and also
for electric shower units
which are fitted directly to
the domestic cold water
supply.
But for most people no
dwelling is complete
without the bath. In
ascending order of price
the customer has a choice
of acrylic, pressed steel or
cast iron baths. Cast iron
baths are now
manufactured in Ireland -in
Co. Cavan.
A new development in
baths has emerged during
• Declan O'Donnell with C Venables, Products Manager, Armitage
the last year - the
hanks, and Matt Gallagher, Sales Director, P J Matthews at the recent
hydro-massage bath - just Armitage Shanks exhibition.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss4/1
push a button and jets of
DOI: 10.21427/D7DT4Q
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fits directly into the soil
pipe. A further gap in the
market was filled by the
1200 x 750mm Suffolk
Shower Tray.
Vanity units and basins
for the middle to up
market figured
prominently and many
orders were placed in
anticipation of opening
up a new market segment
in this area. Of special
interest to architects were
the Profile Units which
offer the facility of a really
luxurious suite compacted
into a small bathroom.
The Regency Vanity Unit
comes with a selection of
door finishes and fascias
designed to co-ordinate
with the colour of the
Vanity Basin. The range of
tops varied from the
luxaware Valencia top of
the Sirius Acetal Vanity
Basin covering most
segments of the markets.
The show-stopper at the
Dublin reception was
undoubtedly the White
Wentworth suite with
Lustron Gold taps and
accessories. This firmly
re-established white as a
luxury colour, giving as it
does the housewife the
widest choice when it
comes to selecting curtains,
floor covering, towelling
etc.
The programme was so
successful that a number
of merchants are reporte
to have sought the
exhibition on loan to
display in their premises.

Eirline
Chosen for
Westbury
Hotel
Eirline bathroom taps and
showers, including sink
mixers, were introduced
nearly two years ago to
cater for the popular
segment of the market and
are available from builders
and plumbers merchants
nationwide. Eirline is
manufactured by Sanbra
Fyffe in their modern
factory in Santry . The
bath shower will fit most
10
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PRODUCT REVIEW: SANITARYWARE
baths and the unit is ideal
as a replacement for
separate bath taps.
All items in the range
are fitted with either
acrylic or chromium plated
covers and are produced to
BS 5412. The gleaming
Spring Bathrooms has
chromium plated finish is
create a slimmer elegant
a special feature of Eirline
introduced several new
appearance.
and is capable of satisfying features to its Turbotub
The Montana has gold
the requirements of the
whirlpool baths.
finish panelled doors and
most discerning purchaser.
Turbotubs are now
matching gold finish
The Eirline range also
fitted with a new superior
handles. It is supplied with
includes independent
quality rigid pipe system
a post-formed onyx
.shower mixers suitable for
which eliminates any
counter top with
fixing in separate shower
sagging in the pipe runs,
anti-splash front edge. The
cubicles or over baths.
where water could collect,
AtI,anta is more restrained,
ensuring that all the water
Bidet sets are now
the only embellishment
available.
is completely drained away
being gold finished
Sanbra Fyffe are proud
after each bath making
handles.
to announce that Eirline
sure that every bath starts
The Montana and
bathroom fittings were
with fresh water.
Atlanta vanity units are
chosen and installed in the
To help give a more
finished in Silky Beige,
Westbury Hotel which is
effective massage, the
have self closing concealed
Dublin's most prestigeous
number of microjet nozzles hinges, an adjustable easy
establishment. A full range
on the Genesis and Empris
to clean shelf and are flat
Turbotubs has been
of bathroom accessories
packed for easy transport
including shower rails and
increased to six, while the
and self-assembly. Overall
Marquis, Spring's
shampoo sets are available
dimensions are 700 x 505 x
luxurious corner bath, now 815mm.
to complement Eirline
has eight microjet nozzles.
brassware.
Designed to be attractive
Another new feature is
Irish Instantor is the
and practical, the vanit
that jets and controls on
only range of compression
units provide extra storage
the baths can be colour
couplings manufactured in
for towels, toiletries and
co-ordinated to match the
Ireland and licenced to use
cosmetics in bedrooms,
bath in the full range of
the Standard Mark. It
bathrooms or cloakrooms.
Turbotub fashion colours
means that they comply in
The Tunis vanity basin
as well as four marble
every respect with the
is specially designed to
finishes, Burgundy Marble, team up with the vanity
directive issued by the
Beige Marble, Mink
Department of the
units. It has an elegant
Marble and Wild Sage
Environment which
oval shape with twin soap
Marble. Jets and controls
became effective last July
recesses and an anti-splash
are also still available in
and states that
front. It is available with
chrome or "Ultra gold".
compression couplings
one, two or three tapholes
Spring Bathrooms has
in a wide variety of
used on grant aided
also introduced Montana
projects must be certified
colours, including new
and Atlanta, two new
to bear the Standard Mark
fashion colours and four
stylish vanity units with
luxury marble finishes.
of the HRS.
A full range is available
full height doors which
Full details of the Spring
to cater for every
application in sizes from
!h" to 2". Irish Instantor
joints are easy to make
because no special
preparation of pipework is
necessary and two
spanners are all that is
needed. The risk of fire
from blow torches is
entirely removed and joints
can be made and remade
with no trouble.
Sanbra Fyffe are the
sole distributors of MNG
thermostatic radiator
valves and they are
certified to comply with all
the strict requirements of
DIN Standard No 3841.
Technical literature is
• Spring Bathrooms' Genesis Turbotub whirlpool bath with Montana
vanity unit, available from Ferguson Factors.
available on request.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss4/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7DT4Q
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bathrooms range,
including the Montana and
Atlanta vanity units and
Tunis vanity basin, are
available from Ferguson
Factors, 45 Broomhill
Close, Airton Road,
Tallaght, Co Dublin, (Tel:
521533, Telex: 747536).

Stainless Steel
Sanitaryware
from Manning
& Usher
Manning & Usher have
just been appointed agents
in the Republic for
Stainless Design Services,
Swindon, who
manufacture a wide range
of stainless steel
sanitaryware. This includes
stainless steel slab urinals,
floor mounted trough
urinals, wall hung urinals,
wash troughs, cleaners,
sinks, shower trays, wash
basins, vanity basins,
drinking fountains and
W.C. pans (pedestal type,
shrouded or wall hung)
and Asian (squatters) pans.
All are manufactured
from Type 304 stainless
steel to high standards.
Stainless Design Services,
through Manning & Usher,
can also supply non
standard and made to
measure sanitaryware and
sinks. This new range
complements the existing
range of Royal (Doulton)
sanitaryware and Peglers
quality brassware.
Peglers, the name for
quality plumbers and
engineer's brassware,
introduce the Danum Regis
range, brand new luxury
bathroom taps and mixers
with integral high quality
ceramic discs for smooth
positive operation. These
are available in \12" and
%" pillar taps bath
12
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PRODUCT REVIEW: SANITARYWARE
showers and monoblock
basin and bidet sets.
The full Danum range is
now available in chrome
plate or the stunning new
"Goldline" electroplated
finish which blends the
beauty of 24 carat gold
with the durability of more
hard-wearing metals.
In radiator valves,
Peglers are simply the best.
Royal Bathrooms
(formerly Royal Doulton)
offer the complete range
of bathroom suites from
the basic five piece to the
luxury Courreges and
Sovereign suits. They can
also supply whirlpool
tachments already
ctory fitted. From stock,
slab urinals, shower trays,
Belfast sinks and cleaners
sinks are available.
Manning & Usher offer
you quality products with
fast, and efficient service.
Why not give them a call.
Phone Mike Usher, Frank
Hyland or Phyllis Mooney
at 509761, 552769 or Telex
90285.

New Carousel Suite
from Shires
An additional new suite
has been launched by
Shires Ireland. The
Carousel 'washdown'
W.C. suite has already
made its presence felt on
the Irish market and has
been enthusiastically
received by the trade here.
The stylish new suite has
been completely
re-designed and is being
introduced by Shires
Ireland to gain a greater
market share of the middle
sector of this trade. The
Carousel is competitively
priced and this four-piece
suite has been designed
featuring bold, classic
lines.
The Carousel is matched
with Shires popular Arena
bath. The Arena is
particularly spacious and is
designed with an
eye-catching oval interior.
To complement their

new Carousel bathroom
suite, Shires have included
a syphonic WC; a
Carousel pedestal basin
plus bidet. Completing the
suite, Shires have chosen
mixers and taps from the
proven Da Vinci
collection, together with
Serenade Accessories.
The Syphonic WC suite
is fitted with a P or S
outlet, there are two basin
sizes available, large and
small, offering 1, 2 or 3
tapholes.
Carousel is available in
Kashmir together with a
selection of further
captivating colours.
Following the
appointment by
Showerlux, the world's
largest show enclosure
manufacturer of Shires
Ireland Ltd to market and
distribute their shower
units throughout Ireland,

the first of the Showerlux
products - OptimaCrystal
has been introduced here.
The 'OptimaCrystal' is a
laminated glass shower
enclosure. It has been
'engineered' and
painstakingly developed to
offer complete safety, total
durability besides aesthetic
appeal.
'OptimaCrystal' is a
superior quality enclosure,
which has been designed
and manufactured using
genuine laminated safety
glass, firmly bonded into
aluminium screen frames.
This shower enclosure is
equipped with ball bearing
door rollers which provide
light, practically silent
movement and this unit
features a 'magnetic
closing mechanism'.
The excellently designed
Showerlux full colour
brochure can be obtained
by contacting their Irish
Distributors - Shires
Ireland Ltd at Broomhill
Road, Tallaght, Dublin 24,
(Tel: 515877).

STAINL

MANNING
& U..5HER LTD.
UNIT C, BALLYMOUNT IND. E TATE, BALLYMOUNT ROAD,
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DUBLI
TEL: 509761 TELEX: 90285
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An attendance of 600 was
recorded at 22 Clyde Road
on 5 March for the cms
student awards generously
sponsored annually by
Temperature Control
Services. Each year the
institution invites papers
on any aspect relating to
building services.
This year 14 entries were
received and all were of a
very high technical
standard, making the task
of the adjudicators
. extremely difficult. Hugh
Munro, Gerry Curran and
Don Byrne adjudicated.
A special display of all
submitted projects was
mounted during the course
of the evening to permit an
interested attendance
examine the entries.
The following prizes

• Adjudicators and prizewinners - Don Byrne with John Stone; Mark Keogh' Brendan Keogh' Hugh Munro;
Eamonn O'Brien; Martin Kearney and Gerry Curran.
"

e'.SITes STUDENT AWARDS
were presented by Gerry
Curran, Managing
Director, TCS:
I st Prize (£200) "Clean Room Filtration"
- Martin Kearney;
2nd Prize (£100) -

"Low Energy Housing" Brendan Keogh;
3rd Prize (£50) - "A
Computerised Alarm
System" - Mark Keogh
and John Stone.
The second half of the

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss4/1
• Leo Lynch with Robert Jacob and Hugh Munro.
DOI: 10.21427/D7DT4Q
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evening was devoted to the . energy is used (and wasted)
paper on energy
in our buildings and
conservation which won
discussed some simple but
for Seamus Homan the IEI accurate means of
silver meddal. He
assessing energy costs.
examined in detail the
various ways in which

• Students other than the prize winners were also in attendance.
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Liebert's £4.Sm European headquarters and factory at Model Farm Road. Cork, which manufactures
System 3 precision ale units for distribution throughout Europe, Africa and the Middle East.

Total Computer Support
Systems from Walker/Liebert
This month's news that the Liebert Corporation of Columbus, Ohio, USA, has
bought out its sole UK distributor, AIR Sales Ltd of Bristol, served to focus
European attention on Liebert's IR£4.5m European headquarters and factory
built a year ago at Wilton Industrial Estate, Cork. Neil Steedman visited the
factory to interview Noel O'Kelly, Sales Manager of Liebert International B.V.
and Michael Buckley, Sales Director of Walker Air Conditioning Ltd, who are
the sole agents for Liebert in Ireland, North and South.
Examine almost any aspect
of business life these days
or leisure for that matter)
nd it will not be long
oefore the subject of
computerisation crops up,
with the silicon chip
microprocessor well to the
fore. Although computers
can perform amazing
tasks, they are extremely
sensitive to changes in
temperature, humidity and
electrical power as well as
to dust and smoke. They
can also be expensive items
of equipment in
themselves, but of far
greater value is the
information they contain
and the functions they
perform - the loss to a
company as a result of fire
or computer theft can
literally run into millions
of pounds.
It is not surprising,
• Michael Buckley, Sales Director, Walker Air Conditioning (left) and
therefore, that along with
oel 0' Kelly Sales Manager, Liebert International BV, finalise with a
the growth in computers
handshake the agreement for Liebert's System 3 precision
there have developed
environmental control systems and Sitemaster power monitoring
companies offering a
systems to comprise part of Walker's tolal data centre supporl
package.
specialist
service
in
Published
by ARROW@TU
Dublin,
1984

environmental and security
systems in which to house
them.
One of the world leaders
is the Liebert Corporation
which began business in
Columbus, Ohio, in 1946
and launched its packaged
environmental control
system for the computer
room at the world
computer conference in
1965. Liebert's annual
sales are now US$200
million, with 16,000
packaged alc units
installed worldwide. Nearly
one-third of turnover
comes from Liebert power
products, a division
introduced in the last five
years.
In addition to four
manufacturing facilities in
the USA, Liebert chose to
build its European ,
headquarters in Cork. The
1,000 sq metres officel
administration and 9,000
sq metres manufacturing
facility was opened on 4th
May 1983 and it is planned
that Liebert's entire line
will be fabricated there in
the near future. R&D,
sales, marketing,
purchasing and fabrication
are all located within the
Cork plant and all units
produced are Europeanised
to suit both the European
and Middle East markets.
The current work force
of 147 is expected to
increase to 300 by 1986
(there is land available to
double the factory area)
and some 40 precision alc
units are being produced
every week.
The Irish market, at an
estimated 100-150 units a
year, is a relatively small
but important one and
Liebert's sales and
servicing agents in Ireland,
North and South, for the
past ten years have been
Walker Air Conditioning
Ltd. (The arrangement,
apart from other benefits,
makes servicing sense as
Liebert units use
CarrierICarlyle
com pressors).
In conjunction with the
recent launch by Liebert of
their new System 3 and
precision alc unit and
Sitemaster power
monitoring system,
agreement has been
reached for Liebert
products to form part of a
total turn-key computer
15
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room design package now
being offered by Walkers.
In addition to air
conditioning and power,
Walkers now provide
end-user clients and their
consultants with a
complete package
including raised flooring,
partitioning, fire
protection and security
systems.
Walkers and Liebert
recently ran a one-day
symposium on data centre
design and such was its
success that another is
planned for Thursday 31st
May at the Irish
Management Institute
(details from Michael
Buckley at 01-300844).
The Liebert Deluxe
System 3 is a
microprocessof'-based unit"
providing precise control
of temperature (.!..1 OF)
and humidity (.:!:.1 070 RH)
together with local
monitoring and

• Three System 3 units in course of assembly with scrambled A-frame coils clearly visible.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

••

•

•
•

• Putting the final touches to a
System 3 unit.
• Below: A completed System 3
unit.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss4/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7DT4Q
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• Liebert's new Sitemaster
microproce or-based power
monitoring system which can be
connected with up to 24 ystem 3
precision alc units.

programming of return
temperature, temperature
setpoint, temperature
sensitivity, return
humidity, humidity
setpoint and humidity
sensitivity. These
parameters are shown on
an LED numerical display
at the touch of a button.
The control system is
interfaced with the Liebert
Sitemaster which can now
be connected to as many
as 24 Liebert System 3
units.
System 3 incorporates
features of System 2 such
as draw through air flow,
scrambled A Frame coil,
infra-red humidification
and the semi-hermetic
compressor, but is also
able to analyse the rate of
any temperature change
and reduce compressor run
time accordingly.
System 3 is available in
five basic configurations:
air cooled, water cooled,
glycol cooled, glycool
system and chilled water.
Cooling capacities within
each configuration range
from 58,000 Btuh to
500,000 Btuh from a single
unit.
Full information on
Liebert's products and
computer room design are
available from Walker Air
Conditioning Ltd., Dublin
Industrial Estate, Finglas,
Dublin 11, (Tel: 300844,
Telex: 32946) or Liebert
International BV, Model
Farm Road, Cork, (Tel:
021-41633, Telex: 75203).
16
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new
roCtucts

providing all the toughness
needed for industrial and
agricultural situations.
Streamline is made from
high quality UPVC in one
of the most modern plants
of its kind in Europe.
Stringent quality control is
applied at every stage.
It is available in black et'
white,and offers a choice
of no less than four
downpipe systems 62mm square, 75mm
square, 82mm round and
IIOmm round. The smaller
are less obtrusive, the
larger are more rugged.
The choice is yours.
Details from Unidare
Ltd., Jamestown Road,
Finglas, Dublin 11, (Tel:
771801).

Gas Valves
from Landis
& Gyr
Landis & Gyr are pleased
to announce the
introduction of a new
range of gas valves. The
valves, which are electrohydraulic actuated Y4 u to
~u and fast closing
Incorporating a closed
position indication switch.
The actuators are
nterchangeable between al1
sizes of valve, without the
use of spacers and since
both actuator and valve
are completely sealed,
changing the actuator can
be undertaken while the
valve is still under
pressure.
Two types of actuator
are available - on/off
and integrated governor
type. The governor is
fitted on the actuator
thereby eliminating any
pressure drop as in a
standard governor
arrangement. There is a
choice of two pressure
ranges: 0 to 40 mbar or 30
to 100 mbar.
Valves and actuators are
supplied separately, with
perating voltages of
2201240 volts 50 to 60 H z
with power consumption
being l8VA. Gas valves
with operating voltages of
110 volt, can be supplied
on request.
Further details from
Brown Boveri (Ireland)
Ltd, Whitestown Industrial
Estate, Tallaght, Dublin
24, (Tel: 522622); Telex:
25233.

Marstair
Fresh Air
Models
Marstair air filtration units
are designed to give
efficient air filtration at
low cost. Pleasing in
appearance and
performance, they are

• A new range of gas cookers, which are assembled in Ireland by Gastech
Ltd, were recently launched. The cookers are suitable for use with natural
gas, towns gas and bottled gas (LPG), and are available from New Dublin
Gas company showrooms and other gas dealers throughout Ireland.
Pictured above is the Gastech 2439 cooker which is finished in white
enamel with brown control panel and stainless steel trim. Further details
from Gastech Ltd, Irish Gas House, Unit 37, Baldoyle Industrial Estate,
Dublin 13. Tel: 391138/391551/391769. Telex: 31716.

quite running, have long
life, renewable filter
elements, are easy to
instal1 and inexpensive to
maintain.
For 'Through the Wall"
or window installation
Marsair fresh air filtration
units h~ve been developed
for rooms where filtered,
clean fresh or make up air
is an essential requirement
for commuters, electronic
and scientific instrument
rooms, surgeries, assembly
rooms etc.
Features include
weather-proof outer casing
stove enamel1ed black;
Aluminium grille and
white stove enamel1ed
front facia; High density
and medium density
models available in both
sizes of unit: high density
(HD) 950/0 at 0.5 Micron
(BSS 3928); medium
density (MD) 95% at 5
micron (BSS 2831); and
thermostatically control1ed
heater is standard on all
models to temper the fresh
air prior to entry into the
room.
Details from Temprite
Services Ltd, I Carysfort
Avenue, Blackrock, Co
Dublin, (Tel:
886739-831596).
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Streamline
from Unidare
Terrain
New Streamline sets the
standard in every aspect of
large capacity rainwater
design. Its performance is
unequalled - taking
75mm/hour as the rainfal1
intensity, it can drain a
J"emarkable 246m~ more i-fthe gutter is laid to a fall.
Streamline's extra
capacity gives one direct
economic benefit. Fewer
downpipes are needed for
any given roof area. That
not only saves on the
pipework itself, it also
saves the cost of
connections to the buried
drain system.
Streamline has been
designed throughout for
swift, simple installation
- saving yet more by
speeding up sitework.
As wel1 as giving extra
capacity, Streamline's
unique profile also gives
extra strength.
It's very strong yet light,

Electronic
Heat Meter
Type EMAJ
Heat meter type EMAJ
can calculate, display and
register heat quantities in
systems where heat is
transported by water.
Measurements are based
on the temperature drop in
the water and the quantity
of water. These values are
measured by the Danfoss
temperature transmitter
type EMT and flow
transmitter type EMUF.
Together, the EMAJ,
EMT and EMUF
constitute a reliable
measuring system. No
regular maintenance is
required and there is no
obstruction in the piping.
The EMAJ is primarily
intended for the
measurement and
registration of heat
quantity. A typical use is
as the main meter in
district heating
installations.
Since the EMAJ can
also give a current signal
proportional to the heat
flow rate it can also be
installed to control and
monitor heating processes
automatically.
Details from J J
Sampson & Son Ltd, Unit
71, Cherry OrchardIndustrial Estate,
Bal1yfermot Road, Dublin
10, (Tel: 268111); Telex:
92219,
IHVN, Apri//984
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new

proCtucts
Kent Ion
Selective
Monitors
A range of microprocessor
-controlled, on-line, ion
selective monitors for
water. Quality monitoring
applications has been
introduced by Industrial
Instruments Ltd., the
instrument people. The
units are manufactured by
Kent Industrial
Measurements (formally
Electronic Instruments
Ltd, - ElL).
Designated the Kent ElL
8080 Series, it consists of
three monitors, the 8081,
8082 and 8086, designed to
continuously measure
fluoride, ammonia and
nitrate levels in drinking
water, river water
monitoring applications
and sewage works.
A feature of the
instrument resulting from

the use of microprocessor
Details from Industrial
control is the range of
Instruments Ltd at Dublin
user-programmable alarms,
- 761953 or Cork digital and analogue
021-953714.
output signals and printout
facilities.
Accuracy of
measurement is ensured by
automatic two point
standardisation at user
programmable intervals.
Hunter Building Products
The alarm system includes
Ltd has introduced
four concentration alarms,
Huntervent, a simply
loss of sample and reagent
installed room ventilator
alarms plus a monitor
that reduces condensation
malfunction alarm.
with minimum heat loss.
Parameters such as
Huntervent comprises
concentration alarms,
two 305 mm long slotted
standardisation levels and
hoods in white or
printout frequency can be
aluminium finish uPVC
programmed into the
that are fitted to either
monitor on-site by the
side of window frame
user, and re-programmed
heads.
should the application
Frames of timber,
needs change.
aluminium or PVC are
Data is stored in a
predrilled with a row of Y2
non-volatile memory,
in diameter holes prior to
which incorporates battery
fixing the hoods. The
back-up to protect the data external hood has a mill
for up to 21 days in the
finish perforated
event of mains power
aluminium insect screen
failure.
fitted between it and the
The provision of
window frame, while the
analogue RS232 and
slots on the internal hood
RS432 outputs, enables the can be open or shut by
monitor to be connected to hand operated lever
data acquisition and
control.
telementry systems.
• The ventilator can be
left open to give a free
area of up to 2770 mm 2
without loss of security to
the dwelling. This is of
particular benefit when
night ventilation is
required or when the
dwelling is left unattended
as condensation build-up is
reduced.
The hoods are fixed with
stainless steel screws and
these are concealed with
push-fit covers proVided.
No mechanical
maintenance is required
other than occasional
brushing off any dust that
may have gathered on the
insect screen.

Huntervent
Ventilator

Kingscourt Firbar Contract

• Kent ElL 8081 fluoride monitor.
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A contract has been signed
between two Irish
companies, Manning
Firbar Ltd and Kingscourt
Construction Group Ltd.
The contract was for the
manufacturing by
Sec-Form Ltd, a subsidiary
of Kingscourt, and the
export by Kingscourt to

the UK of the Firbar range
of products.
Firbar products are an
inexpensive and
scientifically tested and
approved method of
preventing fire spread in
all types of buildings. The
potential sales of the
product in the UK has
recently been greatly
enhanced with the
endorsement of the
concept and product by
the Greater London
Council.

Carlyle 30GA
Superseded
A range of packaged air
cooled reciprocating liquid
chillers designated 30GB
090 to 125 have been
announced by Carlyle to
replace the 30GA models.
The new chillers will have
nominal cooling capacities
ranging between 346 and
464 kW. These are
available throughout Ireland from Walker Air
Conditioning, one of
Carlyle's three authorised
distributors.
Designed for rooftop
or ground level
installation, the fully
charged and factory-wired
30GB units require only
one power connection and
chilled water piping to
become operational.
Large sized condenser
coils with integral
subcooling circuits assure
stable unit operation with
lower condensing pressure.
They increase cooling
capacity without any
increase in power input
requirements. In this way
running cost savings of up
to 12% can be made.
These new liquid chillers
are extremely compact.
Compared to the previous
Carlyle equipment of
similar capacity, the
volume of the 30GB is
down by as much as 25%
and unit surface area is
reduced by up to 35070.
Details from Walker Air
Conditioning, Dublin
Industrial Estate, Finglas
Road, Dublin 11, (Tel:
300844); and 9a Cherryhill
Road, Dundonald, Belfast,
BT16 OJH, (Tel:
Dundonald 5243).
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Belfast Telegraph Re-Development

This month 'ON SITE' looks at the Belfast Telegraph Re-Development and the services involved with the
project Some of the latest equipment available on the market has been used on this project including the
very first 8 inch flow measurement and regulating valve produced by Crane Ltd from their Ipswich plant.
Other notable 'Iatests' includes the first Holland air handling unit in Northern Ireland and the first Carlyle
Heat Machines in Ireland both from Walker Air Conditioning Ltd.
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Haden You n9 Li mited
Haden Airflow Ltd.

Building, industrial and process engineers

328 Antrim Road, Belfast BT15 5AB

Te/ephone0232740121 Telex 74214 WarmbG

RadBO

MECHANICAL SERVICES CONTRACTOR
FOR BELFAST REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT
Services in the environmental engineering include:

All aspects of Pipework Installations
Air Conditioning & Ventilation Systems
Industrial Services
Steam, Compressed Air, Oxygen, Vacuum Liquid
Fume & Dust Extraction
Boiler Plant and Heating Distribution Systems
Plant Maintenance
Fire Protection Systems
ESTABLISHED OVER 50 YEARS

Henrv Nelson Led.
A COMPLETE
INSULATION
SERVICE TO
INDUSTRY
THROUGHOUT
IRELAND
etJn~rac~;ng

* All types, supply & fixwork.
* Metal fabrication.
* Maintenance & repairs.

AslJes~tJs

* Identification
* Air Sampling
* Removal & Encapsulation

BELFAST 24'906

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss4/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7DT4Q

102 MAYO STREET, BELFAST BT13 3AZ
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Over recent years the
provincial press has
re-organised and
re-grouped, and in a
number of cases carried
out large scale
modernisation and
investment programmes,
inclUding the design and
construction of new press
installations and their
associated buildings and
services.
The Belfast Telegraph
redevelopment is the latest
in this family of
developments, and is
arguably the most modern
of its kind in these islands.
Set on an
unprepossessing site on
the busy junction of Royal
Avenue and Donegall
Street it is a welcome
addition to an
architecturally
undistinguished city.
Behind the glass and
granite facades there hides
a potentially very efficient
building.
Belfast Telegraph
Newspapers Limited is a
member company of the
Thomson Regional
Newspapers Group, which
has a number of daily and
weekly publications
circulating most areas of
the UK.
It was with great faith,
therefore, in the Directors
and Staff of Belfast
Telegraph Newspapers and
Northern Ireland as a
whole, that a major slice
of investment was ear
marked for the local
company to establish
modern press, publishing
and ancillary facilities on
the site of the existing
Belfast Telegraph.
The site is bounded by
Royal Avenue to the south
east and Donegall Street
to the north north east. To
the north west by P & F
McGlade's public house
and Little Donegall Street
to the south west.
The remainder of the
site is bounded by the
existing Telegraph 1, 2 and
3 buildings, as they are
commonly known.
In order to make way for
the new section of the
development a number of
very familiar buildings on
the Royal
Avenue/ Donegall Street
corner had to be
demolished, including
Rea's Buildings,

Robinson's Hotel, the
Olympic Cafe and Watson's
Building.
In July 1980, a
sixteen-week demolition
contract (phase 1) was
awarded and duly
completed on schedule.
A major constraint on
the design and
development of the overall
scheme was the total
necessity to maintain
existing production
throughout the demolition
and redevelopment works,
and this involved utmost
co-ordination between the
consultants, contractors
and client.
The design team was
very much a trinity,
consisting of Ferguson &
Mcllveen as architects and
structural engineers,
Williams & Shaw as
services engineers and
Thomson Regional
Newspapers Limited's
engineers, who took a very
active role in all the major
design decisions.
Initial discussions and
preliminary design work
commenced in early 1978,
and Outline Planning
Permission was granted in
May 1979.
The Scheme Design, ie
stage 'D' of the RIBA
Plant of Work, was then
submitted in April 1980,
and was the culmination of
technical and design
meetings held between
Belfast Telegraph and
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Thomson Regional
Newspapers Limited's
representatives and the
design team.
The Scheme Design was
eventually accepted, and
immediately following
completion of Phase 1, ie
demolitions, a Phase 1I
Contract was implemented
early in January 1981 to
carry out all necessary
Sub-structure work.
This included the
construction of piled
foundations for the new
structure, the excavation
and construction of a
basement plantroom and
the construction of a
ground slab to the
proposed press hall and
over the basement
plantroom.
During the Phase 1I
contract period, detailed
design of the 'above
ground' facilities was
progressed and completed,
and in early 1982 tenders
were invited for the Phase
III section of the
redevelopment.
A contract was awarded
in May 1982 for Phase III
to be carried out in a
twenty-two month
construction period, which
is now nearing final
completion.

• The Hartley & Sudgen boilers which are suitable for oil/gas or solid fuel.
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outer wall comprises
insulated panels of bronze
anti-sun glass to assist
with solar control and
reduction of cooling load
on the air conditioning
plant. The glazing units
incorporate an air space
which is hermetically
sealed to minimise
condensation, with an
inner layer of laminated
glass.
The combination of
anti-sun and double
glazing enables reasonable
energy conservation levels
to be maintained while
controlling internal comfort
levels and reducing traffic
noise from the busy
junction outside to normal
acceptable general office
levels.
Both the North East and
South West elevations of

the publishing block
incorporate similar glazing
units to achieve the same
effect.
To afford some degree
of natural light to the
otherwise totally internal
press hall, areas of the
wall between the entrance
foyer and press hall are
also glazed, providing
additional public interest to
the foyer. Double glazing
was essential to provide
the necessary sound
reduction and a minimum
separation/air gap of
150mm was
recommended.
Mechanical Services Existing
As mentioned earlier, a
major constraint on the
design and installation of
the overall scheme was the

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss4/1
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total necessity to maintain
existing production of
newspapers at all times.
From a mechanical
services point of view, this
meant that the supplies of
ink, low pressure hot
water (for heating
purposes) process and
domestic hot water, fire
fighting supplies (sprinklers
or otherwise) etc, could
not be interrupted during
the normal working hours
of the newspaper.
However, in order to
clear the site to make way
for the new development,
it was necessary to
re-position, on a temporary
basis, the ink storage
tanks, associated
circulating pumps and
distribution pipework, 2
No. oil fired boilers,
associated heating pumps,

oil storage and distribution
pipework, boiler chimney
and the process/ domestic
hot water facility.
A concession was
obtained from the client's
insurers to dispense with
the original sprinkler
system pressure tanks
(installed in 1905) and
install a temporary
electrically driven booster
pump to boost the existing
towns main feeding the
sprinkler system
throughout the existing
complex.
In order to meet the
client's requirements, all
essential plant was moved
to a temporary engineering
services plantroom at the
rear of the existing van
despatch area in Little
Donegall Street, (outside
the building line of the
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THIS AD ANSWERS THE
BURNING QUESTION.
~§~~

The question is, who offers the fire-protection
industry the most cost-effective pump
packages?
The answer is SPP Fire Ltd. Consider the
facts:
In over seventy countries around the world
thousands of our installations are currently
protecting billions of pounds worth of property.
And our equipment fully meets the requirements
of FOC, NFPA, CEA and VdS as well as being
FM approved.
We work alongside system
designers to create the best solutions
and give the best value-for-money.
Our design manufacturing
resources, test facilities, commissioning
service and maintenance contracts
are more comprehensive than most.
Our hundred year experience is longer
than most. And the help and guidance
we give is better than most.
Next time you need fire pump
packages for anything from single
hydrant to multi-sprinkler applications,
to cover anything from a lighted match
to an unmatched risk-call us.

Oxford Road. Reading.
Berkshire. RG3 1JD
Telephone. (0734) 25555 Telex 848189
A member of/he SPP Group

Alpha Controls
57 Fitzroy Ave.,

ALPHA
CONTROLS

Belfast BT7 1 HT
Phone 230233

For the Belfast Telegraph Redevelopment Proiect we
designed, manufactured and commissioned the control
panels, Landis and Gyr controls and programmable
controllers, and mimic diagrams for the HVAC installation.
Manufacturers of:

Suppliers of:

CONTROL PANELS
MOTOR CONTROL CENTRES
MIMIC DIAGRAMS

HVAC CONTROL SYSTEMS
ALARM & INDICATION SYSTEMS
PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

ALPHA eON.,.ROLS

eON.,.ROL IN .,.HE RICH.,. HANDS
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FLOW MEASUREMENT & REGULATING VALVES
Crane Flow Measurement and Regulating Valves,
designed specifically for building services applications,
are preferred by designers, consulting engineers,
contractors and commissioning engineers alike -

• Unique micrometer setting Of required flow
• Superior flow measurement accuracy to + 5%
• Superior specifications - many additional
features
• Simplified and faster commissioning
• Technical support by CRANE engineers with
valve expertise and experience
second-to-none
• Sound reliability and performance
Send for your copy of ·SYSTEMS BALANCING",

t
)
Crane Flow Measurement
and Regulating Valves,
including a-inch Double
Regulating Valves (above),
are installed in the Belfast
Telegraph's latest extension.

Crane Technical publication 806A, Systems Balancing, is an invaluable tool for
all engaged in designing, specifying, installing and commissioning Of
heating and chilled water systems.
This 64·page publication, which also contains details Of the complete range
Of Crane flow measurement and regulating valves, is available now from
Crane Ltd" ~chnlcal Publications Unit, FREEPOST, Ongar, Essex CMS 9BR.

CRAN E

I

I Crane Ltd, Head Office: 11·12 Bouverle Street, London, EC4Y 8AH.

'--_----"'0

Technical Manager for Ireland
Mr.Jim Wallace Tel: (Bangor) 0247 460724

GetitRig'i:iston

CHNE
Flow measurement and
regulating valves.

DEWEY WATERS
Tanks
&
Housings
Manufacturers of One Piece
GRP Tanks
GRP Sectional Storage Tanks
GRP Tank Housings

Gee
AGENTS

Industrial Heating & Pipeline Supplies

BRITISH STEAM SPECIALTIES (N.I.), BALLYSILLAN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss4/1
L1GONIEL ROAD, BELFAST BT14 BEZ. TELEPHONE: 0232710221 TELEX: 74561.
DOI: 10.21427/D7DT4Q
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proposed publishing
block).
This operation involved
much weekend working
and overnight operations
in order to ensure that all
services were available the
next day as and when
required by the client.
Fortunately, much of the
existing plant was installed
in duplicate form, thereby
providing a degree of
standby when the first of
the boilers and ink tanks,
for instance, were initially
re-positioned. Once on line
again, this plant enabled
the back-up plant to be
removed and re-positioned
in the temporary
plantroom.
All this work was carried
out successfully by Rotary
Services Limited of
Glengormley and enabled
the Phase II sub-structure
contract to proceed
without delay.
Mechanical Services New
During the detailed design
period of the Phase III
development, it became
quite apparent that
considerable quantities of
heat were available for
reclaimation.
It was, therefore,
concluded that the design
of the engineering services
installation should focus
around the potential for
heat recovery and reclaim.
Air conditioning systems
considered for the various
areas involved ranged from
central air handling plant
necessitating a high
velocity system, to
multiple air handling units
with low velocity
distribution ductwork
systems.
Low velocity was
chosen because of the
lower energy requirement
for motive power, and the
objective of minimising
primary energy input.
The individual air
handling units used
incorporate normal
equipment for fresh air,
recirculation, filtration,
humidification, heating and
cooling. Each unit is of a
draw-through type, serving
either one or two zones.
The refrigeration plant
comprises two refrigeration
machines with two closed
circuit cooling towers. The

machines are of
reciprocating type with
multiple compressors and
marine quality six-pass
condensers. They are
connected together with
evaporators, condensers
and cooling towers in
parallel. Space has been
left for a third refrigeration
machine and cooling tower
for future increases in
system capacity.
The refrigeration
machines are heat reclaim
packages operating with
R500 refrigerant, capable
of producing hot
(condenser) water
temperature up to 60°C
(140°F).
These are located in the
basement plantroom of the
publishing block.
Heat reclaim provided
many interesting moments
for the designers. The first
concept to be abandoned
was the thermal wheel,
since although
considerable quantities of
heat could be re-claimed it
could not be readily
re-cycled effectively with
the wheels. If reclaim and
and recycle were to be
viable, they both had to be
as flexible as possible and
permit heat reclaimed from
air handling plant on
cooling cycles to be
transferred to air handling

ON SITE AT BELFAST TELEGRAPH RE-DEVELOPMENT

plant or other heat
emitters or heating cycles.
The way to achieve this
aim was to use the Central
refrigeration plant.
Apart from start-up, a
large proportion of air
handling capacity would
operate on a permanent
cooling cycle and each air
handling unit incorporates
provision for 'free cooling'
when outside temperatures
are suitable.
Accordingly, to transfer
heat from the exhaust to
the fresh air intake of each
air handling unit and then
remove it through the
cooling unit was not only
complicated, but the
advantages of 'free
cooling' would be lost.
Consequently, to provide
the facility on each unit to
eliminate unnecessary
refrigeration load, exhaust
heat reclaim cooling coils
provided in each unit's air
exhaust can be connected
to the chilled water
distribution sytem.
The automatic control
system has been designed
in such a manner to limit
heat reclaim from exhaust
air to be maximum that
can be effectively
re-cycled.
Since the building was
to have a 250,000 litre
water tank installed in the

• The control panel in the centre of the picture is supplied by
Alpha controls and has a simulated system board.
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basement, to satisfy the
requirement for a static
watersupply for fire
fighting (sprinkler)
purposes, it was also
decided to reserve this as
a heat sink.
As the tank is
constructed from concrete
it was decided, in
consultation with the
structural engineers, to
insulate the tank internally
to eliminate the effect of
temperature gradient on
the structural side walls
and at the same time
minimise transient heat
losses.
The heat sink provides
an effective means of
storing reclaimed heat until
this heat is required to be
re-distributed to other
parts of the complex.
This will be particularly
useful during early
morning start-up of the
plants serving individual
areas.
To further boost the
heat storage capacity
within the sprinkler tank, it
has been arranged that at
some future date, the
client, if he so desires,
could recover heat from
his in-house power
generation facility. Heat
would be recovered from
water-to-water transfer
(engine cooling water) and
air-to-water transfer from
high temperature engine
exhaust gases.
To make this additional
facility cost efficient, the
in-house generating plant
would run on a peak
lopping basis during
periods when the press
lines are in operation and
there is a high primary
energy demand.
At present, with the
rather limited amount of
heat reclaim available, a
supplementary heating
plant is needed. This plant
was specified on the basis
of an average
simultaneous maximum
heating demand and the
possible future availability
of fuel.
Three oil fired boiler
burner units are provided
of the high-low-off type
which are fully automatic
in operation. With these
boilers it is possible to
match the variable heating
load closely, under the
dictates of an automatic
sequencing control

25
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system. One out of the
three boilers has been
sized to cater for the likely
summer heating loads
envisaged due mainly to
domestic hot water
demand and small air
conditioning re-heat loads.
This provides a higher
seasonal operating
efficiency than would have
been obtained with three
equally sized boilers.
Although selected
initially for oil firing, the
boilers are easily
convertible at a future date
'to coal or gas fired units.
In the former case,
sectional oil storage tanks
housed in tankrooms
adjacent to the boilers, can
be dismantled and
removed, and the concrete
tank room structure
re-used as a solid fuel
bunker to feed the boilers
via underfeed stokers.
Alternatively, in the
latter case, it has been
confirmed with the local
gas undertaking that a
suitably sized gas main can
be brought conveniently
into the building to feed
gas burner units at any
future date, which could
well prove attractive to the
client on the impending
arrival of natural gas in the
city.
Triple-skin boiler flues
connecting to a
three-stack chimney have
been installed to meet the
requirements of the Clean
Air Act. The structure of
the chimney stack has been
designed so that it can be
extended at the later date
should the plant be
changed over to solid fuel.
To realise the potential
of possible energy
conservation measures and
to ensure efficient

operation of all services
installed, a comprehensive
system of automatic
controls was considered
essential.
The general principles of
the system are as follows:
1. Each air handling unit is
controlled primarily
through sensors that
respond to the conditions
in the area served by that
particular unit.
2. When the heating
battery in any unit is on
load, the cooling battery is
off unless required for
humidity control or vice
versa.
3. When the introduction
of fresh air into any unit
increases the heating or
cooling plant load for that
unit, the fresh air remains
at the minimum damper
setting.
4. When an increase in the
fresh air supplied to any
unit reduces the cooling
plant load for that
particular unit, the
proportions of fresh air

and re-circulated air
modulate as necessary to
obtain maximum free
cooling without
over-running and creating
an unnecessary heating
load.
Ultimately, the individual
air handling unit control
systems will be integrated
into the main heating
reclaim plant control
systems, so that:
5. The main boiler plant
operates only when
refrigeration plant is
providing maximum heat
reclaim, the sprinkler tank
heat store is exhausted
and there is still a heating
deficit. The boiler plant
would then operate under
the dictates of its own
automatic sequence
control to make up the
short fall.
6.0 When heat reclaim
exceeds the heating
demand the sprinkler tank
heat store reaches
maximum temperature, the
heat reclaim from air

• Left: AHUs for the basement and toilet block areas cased in a
single housing. Right: One of the extract fans for the toilet block.

handling unit exhaust air
would be progressively
reduced to total shut-off,
dependent on demand.
This will reduce both the
water chilling and reclaim
loads, and the refrigeration
plant load reduces
accordingly.
7.0 When heat reclaim
exceeds the heating
demand, the heat store
being fully charged and
heat reclaim on exhausts
from air handling units
would be off, then the
surplus heat will be
discharged via the
refrigeration machine
condensors through the
closed circuit cooling
towers.
This would be the only
time when any part of the
thermal energy within the
building would be
deliberately rejected
without re-cycling.
The complete automatic
control system has been
designed in such a manner
that under a later phase in
the development a building
management system can
be quite easily installed.
At present, all
parameters throughout the
system are displayed in
mimic form at the main
control panel locations in
each plantroom.
A complete
environmental and internal
noise analysis was
prepared by the acoustic
consultants in conjunction
with the design team.
This culminated in the
preparation of separate
architectural acoustics
report and engineering
services noise control
report.
Apart from the normal
noise control measures
adopted for air handling

ULSTER ALUMINIUM ~~~I',
IRELAND'S LARGEST AND LEADING ALUMINIUM
STOCKHOLDER

WE SUPPLIED ALL ALUMINIUM
CLADDING FOR THE INSULATION WORK IN THE
BELFAST TELEGRAPH RE-DEVELOPMENT
NEWrOWNARDS 814113 (Telex 747742) Kiltonga Industrial Estate
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss4/1
BRITISH ALCAN ALUMINIUM
DOI: 10.21427/D7DT4Q
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Chimney
Systems
AS INSTALLED AT BELFAST TELEGRAPH
FREE STANDING - BUILDING SUPPORTED
FULL DESIGN, SUPPLY & ERECTION
SERVICES AVAILABLE FROM

~totter

Cowan
& Co. (Belfast) Ltd.
18/20 Duncrue Crescent. Belfast BT39DW
Tel: 175511 Telex: 747549

Also at
Potter Cowan (Ireland) Ltd.
58 Castleview Road. Clondalkin. Dublin.
Telephone 513533

All systems installed using pre-fabricated
chimney components.
Manufactured by Se/kirk Ltd.,
Banstead, Surrey.

mather+Platt
Mather and Platt is part of the Wormald International
Group which has manufacturing plants in 28 nations
and office and service facilities in 190 countries around
the world. Worldwide resources with the capability to
give you complete protection in all aspects of Fire
Engineering and Security. Our experience and international status allow us to competently cater for any project situation, each new challenge engaged by highly
skilled design teams utilising the latest technology
available. Nationally Mather and Platt are based at Park
Works Mi~lnchester, controlling a network of regional
offices providing fire protection tailored to your specific
needs, the N.!. office being at 31, Ballynahinch Road,
Carryduff. Belfast. Wherever you are, whatever you require the Mather and Platt resources are close at hand
to protect you and your property. The following
photographs give a brief insight into the many systems
and services available from Mather and Platt.
Systems Sprinkler. High and medium velocity
waterspray. Structural wetting. Foam and dry powder.
Gas. Detection and alarms. Data systems.
Associated products Portable appliances. Hose reels
and cabinets. Fire doors and shutters. Thermolier heater
units. Water storage tanks.

TOTAL CAPABILITY:=:::-----..,

Neat but effective ordinary hazzard sprinkler system in a large retail store
eg .• Stewarts and Dunnes Stores, Connswater, Belfast.

Mather + Platt installed the complete
sprinkler systems, hose reels, fire doors and
unit heaters in the Belfast Telegraph
Redevelopment Project.
Sp<inklers

MATHER + PLATT LIMITED, Lowe Industrial Estate, 31 Ballynahinch Road. Carryduff, Belfast
Telephone:
Belfast 813699
Telegrams:
Published
by ARROW@TU
Dublin,
1984 Sprinkler Belfast Telex: 747864
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plant intakes, exhausts and
distribution ductwork, etc,
interesting work was
carried out on the noise
treatment for the press hall
itself and the generator
room located in the roof
plantroom of the
publishing block.
The latter posed major
problems in that possible
executive office
accommodation was to be
sited on the floor
immediately below the
generator room.
Consequently, after
lengthy discussions with
the client, the design team
opted for the installation of
a sound attenuating
acoustic panel enclosure
around the generating
plant, with the plant itself
separated from the floor
below via a 'floating' type
jack-up flooring system to
provide the necessary
attenuation to provide
acceptable environmental
levels for office type
.accommodation.
In the press hall, a
sound haven or 'quiet
room' has been installed
between press lines, to
provide maximum operator
comfort.

• This photograph shows the high quality pipe insulation used throughout the project.

The quiet room has
been fully serviced,
complete with air
conditioning fed off the
main press hall system.
Vitiated air is extracted
through ceiling mounted
recessed air handling type
low brightness luminaires,

and exhausted to the
general internal press hall
enivons via low profile
extract units, each with
sound attenuating curb
mounted along the roof of
the quiet room.
The client was
oresponsible for the
complete new press
installation and all
associated services,
including ink and
compressed air supplies.
Central ink storage is

contained within the main
HVAC plantroom, while
three rotary screw type air
compressors housed in the
main air handling
plantroom provide all air
supplies to meet printing
and publishing demands.
The air compressors,
being air cooled type
machines, are able to
provide future contribution
to the overall heat reclaim
system.

DATA SUMMAJrf
Building Programme
Demolition
Construction

- 1980
- 1981 to 1984

Building Volume
New
(Existing)

- (19,OOOm 3 )

Floor Area
New
(Existing)

- 5,200m 2
- (5,600m 2 )

Cooling Capacity (new)

- 540 Kw

Heating Capacity (overall)

- 1465 Kw

Max. Heat Reclaim (Fridge
Plant Only)

• A view of some of the larger ductwork used in the installation.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss4/1
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- 31 612m3

804 Kw (2 machines)

Total Supply Air Volumetric

- 38m 3 /s

Average Air Change Rate
(Conditioned Areas)

- 4.4 per hour
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Moducelcan
cool it, heat it,
move it, stop it,
wet it, dry it
and clean it...
Moducel's proven range of quality LKA air handling
equipment offers capacities from O. 5m 3/S to 18m3/ S (100038000 cfm); add a choice of over twenty different
components: flexibility of arrangements; and you have
the optimum product to meet your design parameters.

LKA EqUlpment was supphed to the Belfast Telegraph
Re-development Scheme

mailulel
AIR HANDLING
Agent: w.]. HOGG & Co. LIMITED
2 LOWER KILBURN ST., DONEGALL RD,
BELFAST BTl2 6GS TEL: (0232) 247668 .
Moducel Limited, King Street, Fenton, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs. ST4 3ES England.
Telephone: (0782) 321317 Telex: 367468 MODAIR G.

Radiators can be this discreet
whefl you specify Runtal.
The most advanced radiator in the world
Runtal have cr-eated radiators so advanced ttlat
they completely reVOlutionise our whole concept
of radiators. Specify them for all your clients, be it
for the home, commerce or industry. Choose
from a complete range of radiators. There's a
Runtal radiator to meet every conceivable need.
They're easily maintained I They give more heat I
And are immediately available from stock I

75% more heat
Most Runtal radiators, such as the HL, have
unique Swiss-designed fins that dramatically
increase the radiators output by up to 75%
compared with conventional panel radiators of
the same dimensions.

Immediate delivery

~

&..1
1'\1 Rill
~

U

at

#

(01) 694300

A Jones Group Company ..
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Runtal HL radiators, made from 1.5 mm
#,0'
-gauge steel, in a wide range of sizes, all • #,,/>cl'
guaranteed for 5 years, are available # ,/>('vl }
from stock now I
l)->
There's no delay I Delivery from, # ~o<}
our depot is immediate!
.~/}'0
For details telephone liS
,
~~e.

#

~

,,~'o

~e.oe.

• ~'/>'o~:('o o,e.'o'o
'/;

~~
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Despite the excellent quality
of stand design and product
display at HEVAC '84 recently, exhibitor reaction
and certainly that of visitors
produed a mixed bag of
feelings. However, it's important to realise that these
are still particularly difficult times for the industry
(despite what many observers say about the worst
being over) so the overall
success or failure of such an
vent has to be viewed in
he right context.
Therefore,
considering
all the circumstances,
HEVAC '84 must be said to
ha ve been success ful.
Admittedly, it looked
rather less crowded than
• The type 3000 programmer from Danfoss.
usual on most days but
then, those people who
were there were seriously intent on doing business. Additionally, personnel on the
stands also benefitted in
that they had more time to
devote to each visitor.
Consequently, a great
deal more business was
done than one would have
anticipated from the attendance figures. Client/customer relations were also
strengthened
by
the
ituation since each had the
ime to devote to learning
about, and understanding,
one another's problems.
In fact, this latter point is
something that the entire
industry should be appreciative of since it will benefit
everyone in the long run.
From an Irish point of
view the number of visitors
was down with many others
attending for one day only.
This was rather unfortunate
really in that the atmosphere was very much conducive to the learning process. The huge impact of
new technoogy on products
covering all sectors of the
industry dominated the
show and visitors are
unlikely to be presented
with an equal opportunity
to discuss same in such ideal
circumstances.
Irish exhibitors were also • Examples from the ICL range of products.
few in number but then that
is only to be expected.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1984

However, keeping the flag
flying were the Michael
Vaughan Group, Muhr Ireland, Walker, Chris Holcroft, Barlo and Derek
Morris. Other Irish executives present
either
visiting or working on
principals' stands - included John Lawlor, John
English,
Eugene
McEldowney,
Tim
O'Flaherty, Tony Cusack,
Bobby Graham, John Daly,
Michael Vaughan, John
Duignan and Michael Melligan. New Dublin Gas representatives were also
there in force.
Exhibitors in all three
halls reported high levels of
serious enquiries and plenty
of orders clinched on site.
For instance, on the very
first day, John Murray
Sheet Metal Machinery re-

M'XED REAeT,aN
Ta HEIIAe '84
ceived an order for an
£80,000 computerised duct
making machine. Later in
the week, Woods of Colchester clinched an order
worth over £200,000 for
fans and spares. A £100,000
export order from France to
Vent-Axia on the opening
day was quickly followed
by a home order with a sales
value of £25,000, subsequently doubled by the
customer who telephoned
the stand later!
Innovations at the 1984
event included the creation
of a "Heat Pumps Village"
to give a special emphasis to
this industry sector. Reactions from exhibitors there
included "It has certainly
formed an excellent focal
point for our products;
we've had a very good
response indeed" (Climate
Equipment); "It has been
.>plendid value for money
and has certainly- brought
us results" (Lennox Industries); "We have made
many new contacts and can
report plenty of overseas
interest" (Conder).
IHVN, April 1984
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Institute of Energy
Annual Dinner
One hundred and fifty members and
guests of the Northern Ireland
Section of the Institute of Energy
met in the Culloden Hotel near
Belfast for the Annual Dinner of the
Section.
The Section was honoured by
having as its principal guest, the
Honourable Adam Butler, MP,
Minister of State for Northern
Ireland, who in his toast of the
Institute congratulated the Section
on the part it played in the local
energy scene, and hoped that the
co-operation that existed between
the Government and the Institute
would continue.
In what turned out later to be a
controversial statement, the Minister
expressed the hope that there would
be "private" involvement in the
proposed new gas distribution
organisation which is to be set up to
distribute Natural Gas throughout
the province on its arrival from
Kinsale. The Minister also referred
to the future development of the
large Lignite deposit found on the
shores of Lough Neagh and that
these two indigenous fuels, together
with imported coal and oil, placed
the province in a most interesting
position for the future.
Professor Roberts, President, who
with the Secretary, Hilary Lodge,
attended the function .replied to the
Minister's toast with a speech of
short duration, but one which
contained the correct mixture of
humour and serious content,
particularly as regards the future of
the Institute. The Northern Ireland
Chairman, Mr J M Paterson,
proposed the toast of the guests, but
took the opportunity to remind all
those present that the future lay
with the young people and that our
membership legislators.should not
legislate young people out of the
Institute.
John Simpson, the well known
Ulster economist and speaker on
energy matters, replied taking the
chance to have .some lighthearted,
but somewhat serious fun at the
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss4/1
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• Institute of Energy Dinner - C Mason, Housing Executive with W Downey, BP and E SpraU,
Heating Controls.

expense of the Minister and other
senior representatives of the
Northern Ireland energy world. It
was enough to send everyone home
feeling - "that was a pleasant
evening" .

CIBS Golfing
Society
Four afternoon outings have been
planned for 1984. The dates and
venues being as follows: Friday, 11
May - Shandon Park Golf Club;
Monday, 25 June - Malone Golf
Club; Tuesday, 31 July - Belvoir
Park Golf Club; Thursday, 20
August - Carnalea Golf Club.
With the new handicapping
system now in operation by the
GUI, it is imperative that each
competitor is fully aware of his
"playing" handicap at the time of
any outing in which he participates.

Kelly Group
Re-Organisation
Following an internal
re-organisation, the John Kelly
Group have announced that their

subsidiary company IES Industrial
(Ireland) Ltd of 21 Station Street,
Belfast, has undertaken
responsibility for the distribution,
sales and servicing of products
manufactured by State Boilers (UK)
Ltd, Perkins Boilers, Dantherm
Heaters and Pillinger Pumps,
throughout Northern Ireland. All
these products were previously
handled by the agency department
of John Kelly Ltd.

Thorn Works
Visit
Earlier this month Thorn EMI took
a party of 45 heating contractors
from NI on a one-day visit to their
radiator and boiler factories at
Gateshead, just outside
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
As so often can happen with a
tight schedule, on arrival at
Aldergrove for 8 am take off they
were delayed 2 Y2 hours due to the
first fog of 1984.
The programme was hurriedly
rearranged, and the party, after
landing at Newcastle Airport,
having had a champagne breakfast
en route, first went to the Five
Bridges Hotel where they were
32
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welcomed by the management and
were entertained to refreshments
and luncheon.
The party then saw the radiator
and superconvector plants at Team
Valley, and from there went to
Birtley, where they saw over the
domestic boiler factory where gas
boilers are produced for natural,
. propane and towns gas.
Also, they saw Panda oil boilers
and 1anitor solid fuel boilers. A
visit to Curzon components, the
spares organisation, and Thorn EMI
Heating Services, the service
organisation had to be put off due
to the time factor.
The party returned to the hotel
for afternoon tea and the
presentation of individual gifts by
Thorn EMI from where they
turned to Newcastle Airport en
oute to Aldergrove where they
arrived back at 7.15 pm. After a
slightly shortened day, but
nevertheless, a most informative and
enjoyable one.

et al.: Irish H & V News
H.C.D. concluded the day by taking
the guests on a tour of the boiler
plant consisting of two coal fired
GWB-Vekos complete with coal
handling plant which had been
supplied by H.C.D.

IDHE Dinner
The Annual Dinner of the N.1.
Branch of the Institute of Domestic
Heating Engineers was held in the
Strangford Arms Hotel,
Newtownards. The guests were
welcomed by Mr Brian Page,
Chairman of the Branch and
included Mr G Griffin, Chairman of
the Dublin Branch and Mr C Kane,
Treasurer of the Southern Branch.

Energy Efficiency
Service Launched
The Energy Division of the
Department of Economic
Development hosted a meeting at
the Conway Hotel to announce the
launch of the Energy Efficiency
Service.
The Service has been set up to
assist industry on all aspects of
energy conservation. The meeting
was chaired by Norman Drummond,
Under Secretary of the Department
and who introduced the principal
speaker Adam Butler, the Minister
of State. Other speakers included

Coal Seminar
A "coal" seminar sponsored jointly
by the NI Section of the Institute of
Energy and Heating Controls and
Devices was held in the premises of
Metal Box Ltd, Portadown.
Over fifty factory engineers and
consultants were welcomed by Mr R
Hutchison, Chairman of Heating
Controls & Devices Ltd who spoke
of the saving which was taking place
in favour of solid fuel.
The speakers at the seminar were
troduced by Mr 1 M Peterson,
Chairman of the Institute and
included Mr A Clements (NCB), Mr
D Willis (Chief Fuel Technologist
NCB), M Shambly (Metal Box); R
Oliver (1. Begwood). Following the
talks the visitors were entertained
to lunch by Heating Controls and
Devices. Mr Eric Spratt, Director of

• IDHE Dinner: Others pre ent included W. McMichael, R. Montgomery. M. Stephens and I.

Reid.

STEAM PRODUCTION
AND HEAnNG EFFICIENCY
START WITH A

:a.:-l:::tl~D ON AMBO" ~\)
•
•
•
•

~~O'"

Ot' ~

212 Boiler/Generator versions-to suit your specification.
Coal, Gas, Peat, Wood, Oil and Waste Heat firing systems.
Steam outputs from 1,000 to 60,000 Ibs/hr.
Hot Water Generators giving 5 to 60 million BTU's/hr.

S.L. COMBUSTION SERVICES LTD. LAHERDANE, BALLYVDLANE, CORK Tel: 501411
158 CASTLEREAGH RD.. BELFAST 8T5 5FT. Tel: Belfast 59282

boilermakers of international repute
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Engineers AGM

• At the Department of Environment Energy Efficiency Seminar were from left: J McCullins,
Director Industrial Science; A Butler, Minister of State; J Paterson, Gallaher Ltd; and N Drummond, Dept Econ Dev.

New ground has been broken by the
NI Branch of the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers, when they
held their AGM in the new offices
of the "Belfast Telegraph".
Following the business of the
meeting when the retiring Chairman,
F R McBride handed over to his
successor Mr George McBratney,
newly appointed Principal of the
Belfast Technical College, a tour
was made of the new printing hall.
Members of the Institute through
the Chairman F R McBride
expressed thanks to the
"Telegraph" for their generous
hospitality.

Mr John McCullins, Director of the
Industrial Science Division of DED
and Mr J M Paterson, Fuel
Technologist of Messers Gallaher
Ltd, who spoke of the substantial
savings his company had achieved.

Calor Move
Calor Kosangas have now completed
the move of their Belfast
organisation from Dundonald to
larger and more spacious premises
within the Belfast Harbour Estate.
They have now taken over the
office block at Airport Road
vacated as the result of the closure
of the refinery. The new offices are
in close proximity to the Calor
storage installation.

IDDE Programme
The NI Branch of the IDHE
announce their summer programme
as below:
10 April, Helens Bay Golf,
sponsored by UDT Carplant;
26 April, Golf and Curling,
Stranraer;
5 June, Clandeboye Golf, sponsored
by Fuel Services;
27 June, Royal Belfast Golf,
sponsored by Thorn EMI;
23 August, Malone Golf, sponsored
by NFBPM (NI);
13 September, Knock Golf,
sponsored by MPI.

• Pictured at the launch of Gasmech Ltd, a new company to service the gas industry were from
left: J Messenger, M Yasmim, D Greeves and R Port, director of Stewart Industrial Services the
holding company of Gasmech.

Appointments
Following retirements, promotions
etc the Department of Environment
have announced that Mr Edward
O'Hara is to be head of the Water
Service and Mr John Brennan has
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss4/1
succeeded
John Scott as Director of
DOI:
10.21427/D7DT4Q
Works.
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• Also at the Gasmech launch were M Bradley, MD of SIS; J Weightman, Technical Director
Gasmech; R Green, Bryan Bonkins Ltd; T Kee, Chairman, Gasmech; and R McConnell, Gas
Mech.
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the fuel and the results of this
research would be applied at
Crumlin.

Briefly...
Pump Services Ltd, well known for
their pump servicing (sorry for the
pun) and pump distribution services,
have moved into new premises at 41
Boucher Road, Belfast.
Mr Gerry Wright, Managing
Director welcomed guests at the
opening which was performed by
Mr Bob Jordan, Secretary of the NI
Chamber of Commerce.

• Bob Graham of Danfoss (left) with Mr D Ferguson, the Northern Regional Manager at the
Belfast presentation of Danfoss controls.

• Danfoss guests included Mr B Douglas, Mc aughton Blair; Mrs A Burnison, OBC; R
McCullough, Stevenson & Turner; and E Armstrong, Beggs & Partners.

of Minecorp UK Ltd addressed
practically two hundred people who
heard of the future plans to develop
the
field in which there is expected
Hotels in Belfast, Coleraine and
to be over 300 million tonnes of
Portadown were chosen as the
available fuel.
venues for a presentation by
The lignite was stated to be of
Danfoss of their latest controls.
high
quality and much of it
Mr Bob Graham welcomed the
attainable by strip mining. Planning
guests at what was called a total
applications had been made and it
control evening.
was hoped to start work within a
few months of planning applications
being granted. It was hoped that
they would interest major industrial
users and the electrical generation
Dr P Punchbeck was the speaker at
authorities in its use.
an Institute of Energy NI Section
Much research was being done on
lecture on the "Crumlin Lignite
the
Continent and elsewhere on the
Deposit and its Future".
Published
by ARROW@TU
Dublin,
1984 mining, handling and processing of
Dr Punchbeck,
Technical
Director

Danfoss Shows

Energy Lecture

Further indication of the lack of
support for district heating in
Belfast is given by the decision of
the Northern Ireland Housing
Executive to remove the Shankhill
District Heating System which
serves practically 1000 tenants.
There has been, for various
reasons, dissatisfaction for the
schemes in Belfast, particularly the
earlier ones and this decision only
follows on from closures of other
areas.

Virax UK Ltd, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Facom Tools have
appointed Mainline Marketing, 326
Crumlin Road, Edenderry Industrial
Estate, Belfast as their Northern
Ireland agents.
Mainline Marketing will handle
the complete range of Virax tools
for the plumbing and pipeworking
industries, and are at present
seeking to establish dealers of these

Guests at the Institute of Civil
Engineers NI Branch Dinner
included Pat Callanan, Director of
the Institution of Engineers of
Ireland.

Advertisements have appeared in
local press requesting interested civil
engineering companies to submit
their name for consideration as
possible contenders for the laYing of
the natural gas main from the
Border to Belfast.
It would appear, at last, that
some positive action is under way.35
IHVN, April 1984
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high qualty European-made tools
throughout the region. Robert Sykes
is the man to contact on Belfast
(0232) 757115.

N.1. Depot for
Independent Express

Modern Tool & Equipment Ltd of
Dunmurry, one of the largest
established companies in Belfast for
the supply of all types of tools from
the 6 foot rule to the largest multi
capstan lathe or multi head drill has
become a member of the Cordiner
Group with Norman Cordiner as
Chairman and Managing Director.

Mr Bill English has joined J Clarke
& Partners as head of their M & E
service group.

Mr Leslie Parkinson has joined the
Fule Oil Division of Cawood Fuels,
the Belfast based fuel distributors.
Mr Roy Connolly has been
appointed general manager of the
same company's Carrickfergus oil
operation.

• Independent Express a recently established, UK overnight express freight company, who are
backed by the giant Transport Development Group, have opened a NI depot at Duncrue Crescent
in the north foreshore of the Belfast Enterprise Zone. Currently employing 11 staff this is to
increase to 15 by the end of 1984 and to 40 within 3 years. A distinctive feature of the new firm is
their highly visible pink livery.

Marstair Star Performers

Hila (Split)
Capacity: 9,000 to 24,000 Btu/hr.

Star (Package)
Capacity: 9,000 to 23,000 Btu/hr.

Pennine (Heatpump Split)
Capacity: 12,000 to 18,000 Btu/hr.

While the Marstair range is already widely used throughout the country, the appointment of
Temprite Services as sole agents will mean an even greater market penetration. Temprite have the
knowledge and cabability which, when matched with the excellent quality and reliability of Marstair
products, results in a highly-efficient service to the client.
For details contact

YEMPRIYE SERVICES LYD.
Air Conditioning and Heating Engineers

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss4/1
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BTU GOLF SOCIETY

BTU ••• Circulates with
Euro Pumps
Rush Golf Club were the
hosts for the first outing
of this season's
programme on 20 March.
It was held as a singles
competition this year, and
was sponsored by Euro
Pump Ireland Ltd, being
their first association with
the Society. Euro Pumps
were represented by Don
Lauhaff and Michael
Magner.
Thirty-eight society
members and guests teed
off, and the following
arrived in the winner's
enclosure.

Overall Winner Paddy Costello (17) 38 pts
(on back 9); Class 1 Peter Johnson (7) 38 pts;
2nd - Aubrey Moriarty
(8) 35 pts (back 9); 3rd Eamonn Cullen (13) 35
pts; Class 2 - John .White
(19) 38 pts; 2nd - Jlm
Smith (14) 37 pts; 3rd John Lavelle (12) 34 pts.
Visitors - Tom Lappin
(12J 35 pts (back 9) from
Richard Moore.
Front 9 - John Deasy
(17) 18 pts; Back 9 Tony Gillen (14) 20 pts.

• Rush Outing: Michael Magner, Euro Pumps, with Bill Doran,
Captain, Rush Golf Club and Tony Gillen.

• Rush Outing: Don Lauhaff with John White and Michael Magner,
all of Euro Pumps.

• Rush Outing: Des Sullivan with Cyril O'Meara and Tony
Delaney.

Sweeney.

• .. • and Qualifies with Veha

• Royal Dublin: Liam Stenson with Garvin Evans, Captain, BTU;
John Pickerill and Bernard Sweeney.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1984

The BTU Golf Society
returned to Royal Dublin
on 12 April with Veha as
sponsors, and it was an
outstanding success. More
than 60 members and
guests attended and Veha
were represented by John
Pickerill, Joe Kavanagh,
Michael O'Connor and
John O'Toole. The
Captain of Royal Dublin
was represented by
Vice-President Larry
Gunning.
Weather conditions were
kind, and the course was
in very good condition,
which was reflected in the
scoring - the match play
qualifying score of 35 +
being the highest in the
history of the Society.
The match play results
and ensuing draw was
announced during the
evening, and the matches
and venues are as shown.
The competition results
were as follows:
Overall Winner - Jim
Duggan (15) 42 pts. Class
1 - 1st Eamonn Vickers

(11) 39 pts; 2nd Bernard Sweeney (5) 38
pts. Class 2 - 1st - John
Lavelle (15) 39 pts; 2nd Mike Askey (13) 38 pts;
Class 3 - Ist Frank
Sommers (22) 40 pts; 2nd
- John White (19) 39 pts'
Front Nine - John
'
English (19) 25 pts some shooting!, Back Nine
- ~i.chael Wise (9) 18 pts.
VIsitors - Tom Lappin
(12) 41 pts; Jack Reynolds
(17) 38 pts.
Match play draw qualifying score 35 pts and
better back 9's. Mick
Devoy v John White at
Hermitage; Jim Duggan v
John English at Sutton;
John Lavelle v F Somers
at Stackstown; J B
Doherty v Bernard
Sweeney at Delgany; John
Loughlin v Matt McKeon
at Newlands; Aubrey
Moriarty'v B Barrell-at
Clontarf; Mike Askey v
Tony Gillen at Howth;
Fintan Butterly v Eamonn
Vickers at Rush .
IHVN, April 1984
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The Mc\VfiINGE FILt
THE STORY SO FAR• • •
Fanny McWhinge, a lady of uncertain years and even
more uncertain temper, has decided to interlink an
open fire back boiler with the oil fired heating system
that she had installed back in 1972. This installation,
which was faithfully recorded in these pages at the
time, was started by the villainous Samuel Sleeveen,
part-time poitin distiller and full-time con man, and
finished by the much more respectable Jerry Bibcock,
of Bibcock and Boyle. Fanny did have the sense to go
to Jerry Bibcock first with her back boiler enquiry, but
after quoting a price that she thought was
extortionate - well she said that's what she thought
- poor Jerry met with an accident that strained his
back so badly that he is still in hospital and there is
no way of knowing when he might be able to start
the job.
Fanny has a nephew, Fortinbrass, a harmless poor
The Sheilings,
Ballychilly,
February 8th 1984
Mr. Samuel Sleeveen,
The Sleeveen Heating Co.,
14a Jones Mansions,
Heatons Cross.
Dear Mr Sleeveen,
Is it you that can't add up or is it me? I am referring
to your letter of February 1st. Half of £650 is not £400
and never was. Half of £650 is £325, I '11 have you
know. Not that I have any intention of giving you as
much before you set foot on the job even. You have
a cheque here for £250 and that is all you are getting
until my nephew Fortinbrass says that you can have
more. I know why you are short of money and you
will just have to run faster than your bookie. The
exercise will do you good.
Now you have all this money, I expect you sharp
on time on Monday and if it's a wet day remember I
don't want you or your men tracking mud in and out.
Yours sincerely,
Fanny Mcwhinge (Mrs)

The Sheilings,
Ballychilly.
February 8th 1984.
Mr J Bibcock,
Ward 13,
Hospital of St 'Anguish the Martyr,
Ballychilly.
Dear Mr Bibcock,
You did not answer my letter of January 23rd and I
hope that you will understand that I had to get a price
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clown of a civil servant. Harmless that is, until it
comes to anything pertaining to D.I.Y. house repairs
or even, Heaven forgive him!, D.I.Y. interlink
systems. With the aid of a fair bit of plamas from
Sleeveen, who has a short term potential interest, and
Fortinbrass, who has a longer term potential interest in
the old lady's money, a deal has been put together.
She still does not trust Sleeveen but he has offered to
do the job cheaper and Fortinbrass has offered to
supervise it free. Powerful inducements indeed. She
may also be influenced, certainly Fortinbrass is, by
the fact that Sleeveen has a desk-top computer.
Despite the fact that this bit of advanced technology
gets fairly regular administration (drenches?) of fizzy
drinks spilled into its insides, it must surely give better
design results than Bibcock's old-fashioned methods.
Now read on ...
elsewhere. It was quite a bit lower than yours and the
work is designed by a computer, which I am sure you
would have mentioned if you did the same. Anyway
the long and short of it is that someone else is doing
the job.
I do hope you are not badly disappointed at losing
the work but maybe you can see my point of view.
1984 has not started well for you at all. I met your
wife in the shop and she told me your back is just as
bad as ever. I wouldn't want to lower anybody's
spirits but I felt that I had to tell her that's just how
my poor husband's last illness started, the second
husband I mean not the first, he was an animal.
Anyway, I am sure that a sensible man like you would
have good life insurance and that must be a great
comfort to you now.
If I can get away from here next visiting day at the
hospital I must call in and cheer you up a bit. You
mustn't let all of this upset you too much, we all have
to come to it one day.
Yours in sympathy,
Fanny McWhinge, (Mrs)

Ward 13,
Hospital of St. Anguish the Martyr,
Ballychilly.
February 10th 1984
Mrs. Fanny McWhinge,
The Sheilings,
Ballychilly.
Dear Mrs McWhinge,
Please, please, I only have a bad back. Nothing else is
wrong with me. The doctors say so. In fact, they may
even let met out next week if I promise to use two
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sticks. I know you meant well but don't have me
buried yet. Did you never hear the old saying "It's
hard to kill a bad thing".
Talking of bad things, you've gone and done it
again haven't you? You've gone to that fat vulture
Sleeveen and let him con you into employing him
again. As soon as I saw the words "computer
designed" I knew what you had done. I don't mind
losing the job because I had cut the price to the bone
anyway but do you not remember what he did to you
before? And do you not remember how I bailed you
out? Have you no gratitude? Have you no
commonsense? I may have displaced vertebrae but
without wishing to be personal, I think you have a
displacement a bit further up. I wouldn't trust
Sleeveen to run a booze-in in a brewery and I
wouldn't trust his computer either.
Come and see me if you like, let's not get personal
about this small matter of business. But don't come
in with a member of the clergy and a long face. I've
nly got a backache.
Yours sincerely,
Jerry Bibcock.

Tir na nag,
Innis Flannel.
February 14th 1984.
Mr Samuel Sleeveen,
The Sleeveen Heating Co,
14a Jones Mansions,
Heatons Cross.
A Chara,
I am sorry to have missed you at "The Sheilings"
yesterday but I was glad to see that a start had been
made on time. You did accept my Aunt's condition
that the work should be carried out under my
supervision so I make no apology for 'coming straight
to the point. The back boiler that you have ready to
it seemed to be very light, compared with others that
I have seen in a Builders Provi~ers. Therefore, I made
enquiries and I now understand that the boiler
material needs to be not less than 5mm thickness.
Yours is only half that thickness, ~>r possibly less.
Also, did you really have to leave all those loose
floorboards in the hall, They seem to me to be
dangerous. You understand that I am not committing
myself to an opinion on this point but one cannot
exclude the possibility of danger.

you to look after her interests and a first-class firm,
though I do say it myself, to carry out the work.
Actually I was going to contact you anyway because
circumstances beyond my control have obliged me to
stop work for a couple of days but the work will
definitely be finished next week.
I am glad you asked me about the boiler; it is a unit
known as the "Sleeveen Special" designed and built
by my company. The output is 80,000 Btu/hr at a
burning rate of about three pounds of coal an hour.
You are quite correct, it is less heavy than most other
boilers; that is known as value engineering. First of
all, heat passes more quickly through the thinner
'metal and I am really surprised that no one has
thought of this before. Next, there is the question of
pressure. There are all sorts of Irish and British
Standards that I don't bother with because they are
not up-to-date. A couple of these call for a certain
test pressure for the boiler. This is where they all go
wrong, and I am putting the matter right in my
forthcoming textbook having already checked it by
computer.
You see Mr McWhinge, it is pressure difference
that they are really talking about; the difference in
pressure from inside the boiler to outside. Now all
these old fashioned standards assume that the
pressure outside the boiler is the same as the
atmosphere. It isn't! Logical thought shows that this
is not the case! Why does smoke go up a chimney?
We all know it's because there is a pressure
difference between the top and bottom of the
chimney. Now, common sense tells you that at the
top you must have more or less normal atmospheric
pressure and the chimney is not very hot at the top
anyway. So the pressure difference must be at the
bottom around the boiler. Which means a higher
pressure outside the boiler and much less difference
in pressure from inside to outside than people have
believed all these years.
I am a modest man, I hope, but when this work of
mine is published I hope that that will become known
as Sleeven's law. Then perhaps people like the IDHE
who expect a man to spend several years at night '
school and to pass exams before he can join them,
will welcome me as their next President. Meanwhile
may I say that I did not mind your enquiry in the
least. I am only too glad to explain the matter to you.
I shall be back next week without fail.
Yours very sincerely,
Samuel Sleeveen.

Mise le meas,
Fortinbrass X McWhinge.

14a Jones Mansions,
Heatons Cross.
February 15th 1984.
Mr Fortinbrass X McWhi~ge,
Tir na nag,
Innis Flannel.
Dear Mr McWhinge,
Thank you for your letter, received this morning. I
quite understand your concern for your Aunt's
welfare. What a fortunate lady she is to be sure with
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Congratulations Fridge Spares!
Twenty-one years in
business is a
significant milestone
in any trading
operation and

Dermot Byrne of
Fridge Spares was
fully justified last
month in organising
an excellent

evening's
entertainment at the
Green Isle Hotel,
Dublin, to celebrate
his firm's 21st

Anniversary. Before
the festivities which were
attended by
representatives from
the entire
refrigeration sector
- Fridge Spares
hosted a day-long
exhibition at which
exhibits were also
displayed by some
of their principal
suppliers.
• Dermot Byrne
with Bernard
Byrne, Marie
Williams, Olive
Byrne. Des
Byrne, all of
Fridge Spares, at
the Green Isle
celebrations last
month.
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Flue Manufacturers Respond to
Changes in Demand
competitive prices in the
The last ten years have
last few months has again
brought about many
set the wheels in motion of
changes in the demands
looking for suitable
made on chimneys and
materials to handle the
flues, none greater than
by-product of natural gas.
the need for flexibility in
On the small domestic
the type of fuel used and
boiler, many units have the
so, in sometimes dramatic
balanced flue arrangement
fashion, flues have been
but where the boiler is to
used for purposes they
use the existing flue which
were never intended.
was made for solid fuel
Firstly the change from
burning some problems
il to solid fuel brought
can arise.
back problems with
One such problem was
draught that some
featured in an article in
engineers had almost
forgotten about and indeed H& V News last year where
a chimney used for a gas
some of our younger
boiler had previously been
engineers would not have
used for a solid fuel boiler
even encountered before.
for many years and,
It would be fair to say
against the advice of the
that few expected the
problems that did arise,
especially on the domestic
• Right: A domestic
chimney quickly and
scene, when many people
easily erected with
changed over to back
Iso-Kaern units from
boilers and opened up long
candia Flue .
disused flues only to find
that downdraught or
leaking liners proved costly
problems to solve. New
houses faired little better
as the art of building a
good chimney has died like
any other skills in the
onstruction industry. It
has been left up to flue
manufacturers to improve
the situation.
The industry has
responded well to this
challenge and today there
are a large selection of
easy' to construct flue
systems which are well
insulated and properly
sealed to prevent leakage.
The manufacturers of
prefabricated metal
chimney systems also have
much to offer in this area.
The problem was the
same in the industrial
sector but on a much
larger scale. A project
featured in the current
issue of this magazine had
the undaunting task of
keeping all the options
open and now the entire
system can be changed
from oil to gas or solid
fuel if necessary.
The availability
of gas atDublin, 1984
Published
by ARROW@TU

contractor, no special liner
was fitted. Within three
months the stains on the
ceiling were bad and the
general poor running of
the unit caused the client
to call back the contractor
to get the liner fitted.
There have of course

been other far more
serious cases over the last
few years and deaths have
been reported from leaking
appliances and flues in
both Ireland and Britain
with solid fuel appliances,
this problem being
especially associated with
blockages in flues.
Two other difficulties
have beset chimneys in
recent years. The need to

41
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reduce heat losses has cut
down the amount of air
available for an appliance
and the other is lack of
maintenance. The latter
varies from poorly set up
boilers to uncleaned
chimneys.
On the subject of
chimney cleaning it is
regarded as vital that all
chimneys serving solid
fuels and especially
wood burning appliances
should be mechanically,
.not chemically, swept or
cleaned at least twice a
year.

Rite-Vent - the
Solid Fuel
Chimney Specialists
Rite-Vent Ltd claim to be
the solid fuel chimney
specialists, being the only
manufacturer to offer both
a rigid chimney system and
a flexible liner for solid
fuel application.

• Coils of Chimflex SF solid fuel chimney liner by Rite-Vent.

Using the Rite-Vent
firechest and chimney
systems, it's a
straightforward job to
have a living fire in a
house built without a
chimney. For open fires

the 203mm diameter ICID
stainless steel insulated
chimney must be used, and
where an enclosed
appliance is installed either
the 127mm or 152mm
diameter chimney must be
fitted depending upon the
appliance.
Two types of firechest
are available for open fires
or enclosed systems and
provision is made for a
back boiler to enable
radiators to be operated
for central heating.
With the firechest
positioned on the
traditional "fireplace
wall", the twin-walled
ICID stainless steel
chimney sections interloc
to build up the system with
no wastage.
Quick and easy to
install, the whole system
may be concealed behind a
plasterboard chimney
breast or decorative stone
rendering. The ICID
chimney system is ideal for
new building schemes,
renovation work and
conversion from other
forms of heating when no
chimney exists.
The ICID chimney
system is Kitemarked to
BS 4543.
Launched successfully
just over 12 months ago,
Chimflex SF, the solid fuel
chimney liner, has now
been installed in hundreds
of homes overcoming
0
chimney problems
previously thought
insoluble.
Chimflex SF is
manufactured from high
grade stainless steel
profiled strip which is
rolled and seamed in a
continuous process. The

Supplies of pumice chimney lining, outer casings, insulation and all
accessories n.ow in stock in Northern Ireland.
Enquiries from MERCHANTS, INSTALLERS and ASSOCIATED TRADES welcome

SCANDIA FLUES, 1a FANE STREET, BELFAST BT9 7BW
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss4/1
TEL. 66.4214
DOI: 10.21427/D7DT4Q
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liner is austenitic stainless
steel type 316 which
ensures high resistance to
corrosion and its outer
casing of stainless steel
t~pe 409. The combination
gives a smooth internal
sur.face and a robust casing
which can withstand the
roug~ handling normally
a.ssoclated with building
site work.
Rite-Vent guarantee

Chimflex SF for ten ye~us
against corrosion by the
products of combustion
provided it is installed and
maintained correctly.
Full details on both
lCID chimney and
Chimflex SF are available
on request and the
products are stocked by C
& F, Chapelizod, Dublin
and Ferguson Factors,
Mallusk, Newtownabbey.

eeramic
Lining
L;m;~ed

4A DUNGANNON ROAD, COALlSLAND,
CO. TYRONE
TEL: COALlSLAND 40899

Quick and Easy
Chimneys with
hermoflue
Th.e easy and quick way to
bUild trouble free insulated
chimney is to use the
Thermoflue chimney block
sYstem which has been
used by builders in private
and public housing in

Northern Ireland for
nearly 10 years.
Thermoflue chimney
units are quick and easy to
install in less time than
brickwork and have 30
years proven use with all

Installer of
ANKI - THERMOFLUE ULTRAD FLUE PREFABRICATED CHIMNEYS
AND ALSO ULTRAD FLUE
LINING SYSTEMS FOR RELINING

Work done North and South

THERMOFLUE

®

Quick build insulated chimney blocks
• Quick low cost installation in
timber frame or traditional
houses, during or after
construction.
• Insulated for efficient, trouble
free use and Agrement
approved with minimum 60
year life.
• For free advisory service and
prompt delivery service
contact

MALLUSK BUILDIN SUPPLIES LTD.
HYDE PARK. MALLUSK.
N EWTOWNABBEY.
Telephone: Glengormley 02313 2236
THERMOFLUE. 33 HIGH STREET.
COWBRIDGE.
S. GLAM. CF7 7AE
Telephone: 04463 - 4639/4560
• Published
Thermoflue by
20120
standard unitDublin,
- easily1984
lifled and laid.
ARROW@TU
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units which are made from
lightweight fire resistance
concrete. Traditional
appearances are easily
maintained as the standard
units accept standard
finishes to blend in with
modern or traditional
surroundings, so even a
new chimney can look as if
it were built with the
house.
Thermoflue units are
covered by Agrement
approval giving the
chimneys a minimum life
of 60 years and confirms
that they are safe even
after chimney fires.
Many of the standard
components in the
Thermoflue range are
made in Northern Ireland,
including the Thermochest,
which can be installed in
less than half an hour to
provide a fireplace recess
for solid fuel or gas
roomheaters, or open fires
by adding the
Thermogather, also made
locally.
A free advisory service
including typical details on
previous installations is

types of fuel and are ideal
for open fires, stoves,
boilers and cookers.
The success of
Thermoflue is the unique
triple wall standard unit
which gives high insulation
and strength incorporating
an inter-locking joint for
quick installation without
the need for additional
lining. Considerable
savings in handling and
labour costs can be
achieved by using the
Thermoflue units which
come in a wide range of
sizes and useful accessories
to suit almost any
application.
Easily built internally or
externally during
construction, Thermoflue
units are suitable for
traditional or timber frame
housing and are ideal for
quick installation into
existing houses with the
minimum of disturbance to
the existing structure.
An average 6 metre
Thermoflue chimney can
be built in less than 6
hours from prepared
support using the standard
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Agrement Certificates
for Anki Chimney
Systems from Litton
The Anki pumice chimney
system, which comes from
Denmark where it has been
a leading brand for more
than 25 years, has recently
been awarded three British
Board of Agrement
Certificates, covering the
whole range. Anki systems
are also approved by the

Northern Ireland Housing
Executive.
Anki precast chimney
units are easy to erect and
give four times the amount
of insulation of a similar
sized conventional brick
chimney. A chimney can
be put up in one day,
using semi-skilled labour.

M. J. MORRIS

{\d a\f bf\C\(S

22S roro \\ \\{\efS a
·t" 'I/'Ia

en'

The full range of
Thermoflue products are
well illustrated in the new
Thermoflue colour
brochure which is available
from Mallusk Building
Supplies or direct from
Thermoflue, 33 High
Street, Cowbridge, S
Glamorgan. Northern
Ireland distributors:
Mallusk Building Supplies,
Hydepark, Mallusk,
Newtownabbey, Co
Antrim.

& CO. LTD.

•

~~~~\{\9 ~~~f{\a\'

available through the
Northern Ireland
distributors of
Thermoflue: Mallusk
Building Supplies
telephone Glengormley
2236 who are also able to
offer a prompt delivery
service throughout the
area. Also available free is
the "red line" design
service where suggested
chimney layouts are
superimposed on house
type drawings.

Furnace Builders - Boiler Repair Specialists
- Oven Builders - Industrial Furnace
Erectors - Suppliers of Refractories and
Allied Products - Fabricators and Erectors
of Incinerators - Refractory Erectors to
N. E.!. International Combustion Cochran
Ltd.

Fo, Information Contact:

M. J. MORRIS & CO. LTD.
WHARTON HALL, HAROLD'S CROSS,
DUBLIN 6. TELEPHONE 972168, 972980,
972584. - AFTER HOURS: 980464
44
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These blocks are
interlocking thus avoiding
multiple operations on site
and installation errors.
Anki square liners are
used where a traditional
brick chimney is required.
They are round pumice
liners cast in a square
casing ready to brick
around - thus avoiding
the risk that the bricklayer
should "forget" the
specified insulation infill.
They are ideal for new
timber-frame dwellings.

Anki round liners and
steel collars are used for
relining existing chimneys
- being lowered down
from the top of the
chimney, adding one on
top of the other as they go
down. If there are bends in
the chimney, it is necessary
to open up the chimney at
either end of the bend. An
insulation infill of Leca
completes the job.
Anki chimneys and
liners are made from
Icelandic pumice, a

• The Iso.Kaern range of pumice outer casings and liners, available exstock from Scandia Flues.

volcanic rock, which has
extremely high insulation
properties and which does
not react to a thermal
shock. In normal use life
exectancy is in excess of 60
years and the
manufacturers give a 15
year guarantee against

damage in a chimney fire
or by corrosion.
The Anki system is
available from Litton
(Product Division), 38
Young Street, Lisburn,
Co Antrim, (Tel: Lisburn
72325).

Iso-Kaern Chimneys
from Scandia Flues
The Iso-Kaern chimney
was invented 35 years ago
in Denmark, a country
where chimney sweeping is
compulsory by law. Being
made of pumice, (volcanic
lava), the chimney is able
to withstand almost any
temperature that can occur
in a chimney. It also offers
an extremely high degree
of insulation, which results
in virtually no condensates
and the minimum of soot
and tar in the chimney.
Iso-Kaern is the only
company to have been able
to perfect the mix of

pumice, cement and
additives, thereby
producing a chimney
which is able to withstand
repeated chimney fires and
heat shocks. The chimney
has been repeatedly tested
up to 1,200°C for 30
minutes at a time without
any detrimental affects.
The chimney consists of
square outer casings,
which come in three sizes
and a wide range of liners
- 22 different sizes, plus
an insulator which is
poured in situ between the
liner and the outer casing.

Scandinavia's Leading Chimney
Syslem Comes 10 Ireland

anki

Pumice
Chimney Systems
APPROVED CONTRACTORS:

Chimney blocks from 150
to 260mm flue size. Liners
from 130 to 350mm for
lining existing chimneys.

Special square liners for
brickcladding. Ideal for
new housing.

* 100070 Safe in any Chimney Fire.
* High Insulation Capacity Maintains Flue Gas
Temperature, Thus Minimizing Risk of Tar Deposits.
* Will Resist Any ormal Flue Gas Corrosion.
* Minimum 60 Years Life Given ormal Use.

CERAMIC L/NING LTD.
4A DUNGANNON ROAD,
COAL/SLAND, CO. TYRONE.
TEL: COAL/SLAND 40899

D. NEILL
11 MANSE ROAD,
DUNDRUM, CO. DOWN.
TEi. DUNDRUM 572

T. S. Mc VEIGI1 ,
288 BEERSBRIDGE ROAD,
BELFAST BT5 50X

For competitive quotation and technical
information contact:

LITTON PRODUCTS DIVISION
38 YOUNG STREET, L1SBURN TEL: L1SBURN '(08462) 72325
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1984
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The components are
extremely lightweight and
can easily be cut, drilled
and shaped to suit. Its
method of construction
makes a chimney
completely safe and
virtually foolproof to
build.
The Iso-Kaern chimney
has a minimum life
expectancy of 60 years and
is fully guaranteed for 10
years. This covers both

new chimneys and the
relining of old chimneys.
Iso-Kaern has
been established in Britain
as the quality chimney for
five years through the
importer Keddy Ltd, and
supplies and accessories
are now available ex stock
from Scandia Flues, la
Fane Street, Belfast BT9
7BW, (Tel: Belfast
664401).

• The Iso-Kaern range of pumice outer casings and liners, available
ex-stock from candia Flues.

To find out more about the Aercowl
and how it can generate sales for you during
the long hard months of winter please complete and return
the coupon below.

'I

~~«r (@) ~ (@)LW)III

Aerocowl Marketing Ltd.,

I 23 Station Street,

I

I
I

Belfast, BT3 9DA.
Tel. 0232 57481.

r

Name

.

I

Company

.

Address

.

I ...........................................
...........................................
I https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss4/1
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Leaking or improperly
functioning valves cost
money by wasting product,
energy and leading to
contamination of the
product. Additionally, they
can cause plant
malfunction and costly
down time.
Valve Services are set up
to solve such problems by
providing a high quality
valve repair and
reconditioning service.
They h~ve the premises,
the eqUipment and, most
importantly, the trained
and experienced staff to
carry out repairs on all
makes and types of valves
and their work is
guaranteed for one year.
Replacing leaking valves
with new valves is a very
costly exercise, so why not
repair them? Valve
Services' costs are
normally under 50010 of the
new valve cost and you get
back a fully renewed and
guaranteed product, one
you can rely on. They also
repair, re-lap and re-set
boiler safety valves and
pipe line safety valves in
their Cork workshop.
Valve reconditioning is
cost effective - you save
on waste and you save on
replacement. So why not
try the service if you have
faulty valves? You have an
assurance that, if your
valve is damaged beyond
repair or if it would be
uneconomical to repair it,
they will tell you. All
valves coming into their
workshop are given a very
thorough examination
before repair work is
started.
Field repair service: You
may have an installation
with a large number of
valves, or valves which

would be difficult to
remove and install. In such
circumstances Valve
Services' field repair
service can repair and
recondition your valves
in-situ. They will send a
fully-equipped operative
with portable valve repair
equipment requiring only
an air supply to operate it.
Prior notice is required for
this service as their field
service is heavily booked.
Reconditioned valve
stock: Valve Services
always hold a limited but
representative range of full
reconditioned and
guaranteed valves in stock
which they can offer in
exchange for your
damaged valve. So, when
you require a valve in a
hurry, enquire about their
reconditioned valve stock .
When it comes to new
valves, Valve Services are
agents for the following
valve manufacturers: Bach
SI A - Ball Valves; Crane
Ltd - Gate; Globe; Check
and Regulating Valves in
steel, cast iron and bronze;
Dover-Norris - Butterfly
valves; Kinetrol Pnuematic valve actuators;
Reiss Engineering - Slide
valves; Vee Bee Strainers; Univam 3-piece ball valves,
butterfly valves and check
valves.
They hold
comprehensive stocks of
all the above products in
Cork and would be very
pleased to quote for new
valve requirements.
Details from Valve
Services (Cork) Ltd,
Hollymount Industrial
Estate, Hollyhill, Cork,
(Tel: 021 45766); Telex:
75070.

I NEXT AfONTH
I

I

I

LDOI:
-10.21427/D7DT4Q
- - - - - - - - - - - -l
H&V

Valve Services Guaranteed Report

Following this month's visit 10 the Liebert factory in
Cork we will continue this series next month with a
report from the Wilo factory in Limerick. Pat Lehane
spoke to Tony Cusack who was also our host for the
duration of our visit.
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Systems are available for internal or external use.
Special items can be catered for with the minimum
of fuss.

COmprehensive Range of Sizes
All systems are available in a wide range of flue
diameter sizes suitable for domestic, commercial
and industrial installations.

COmprehensive Range of
Accessories and Fittings
Each system is made up of a wide range of
complementary component parts including
starting components, pipes, tees, elbows,
support components, flashings and terminals.

Insulated systems
Rite-Vent have led the way in the development of insulated twin and triple wall systems.
Adequate insulation ensures rapid
stabilisation of flue temperatures and
optimum performance and efficiency of
heating appliance.
Prompt Delivery
Rite-Vent now offer local distribution via
their network of strategically placed
depots.

RITE-VENT

LIMITED

Distributors Northern Ireland:
Domestic: Ferguson Factors
Tel: 02313 48331

Commercial: W. J. Hogg & Co.
Tel: 0232 247668

Distributors Southern Ireland:
C & F Limited. Tel: 0001 264650
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POWRMATIC

1st

air heaters

May 1984

lemt~n,

Wc are proud to inform you that we have been appointed o.fficial
Powrmatic D.istributors il1 the R<:public of Ireland.
All models of Pownnatic oil and gas fired air heaters are now
available ex sl.;.).:.;k l"rdlD' our Dublin warehouse.
As you proba~ly know. we have a nationwide service organisation and
('uch un it is co/run i ss.i olwd .free oJ L' har_~ by a Clyde Service Ag(~n t. .
Later, your client will Ge given the opportunity of entering into
a service conlract with us.
We now ::;lock a complete range of Powrmatic spare parts.
Our prices are extremely competitive.
If you have a particular
application in mind we will gladly carry out a survey on your behalf
L0 ascertain the heat losses and let you have our recommendations ull free of charge.
Clyde Systems are now official Powrmatic stockists - you can now buy
your Powrmatic equipment at more competitive prices and know that
your equipment is backed by Ireland's largest service organisation.
We look forward to dealing with you in the future.
Yours sj ncerely,
CLYDE Syc;T~MS LiMITED
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https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol23/iss4/1
Meath (041) 24295; Louth (042) 71144; Athlone (0902) 4036; Sligo (071) 77125, 71343; Galway (091)
Donegal (074) 21075, Malin 11; Monaghan (047) 87347;
DOI: 10.21427/D7DT4Q

41214; Mayo (094) 21960, (096) 22398;
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